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With the increasing popularity of social tagging systems, the potential for using social tags as a 
source of metadata is being explored. Social tagging systems can simplify the involvement of a 
large number of users and improve the metadata generation process, especially for semantic 
metadata. This research aims to find a method to categorize web resources using social tags as 
metadata. In this research, social tagging systems are a mechanism to allow non-professional 
catalogers to participate in metadata generation. Because social tags are not from a controlled 
vocabulary, there are issues that have to be addressed in finding quality terms to represent the 
content of a resource. This research examines ways to deal with those issues to obtain a set of 
tags representing the resource from the tags provided by users. 
Two measurements that measure the importance of a tag are introduced. Annotation 
Dominance (AD) is a measurement of how much a tag term is agreed to by users. Another is 
Cross Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD), a measurement to discriminate tags in the 
collection. It is designed to remove tags that are used broadly or narrowly in the collection. 
Further, the study suggests a process to identify and to manage compound tags.  
The research aims to select important annotations (meta-terms) and remove meaningless 
ones (noise) from the tag set. This study, therefore, suggests two main measurements for getting 
a subset of tags with classification potential. To evaluate the proposed approach to find 
classificatory metadata candidates, we rely on users’ relevance judgments comparing suggested 
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tag terms and expert metadata terms. Human judges rate how relevant each term is on an n-point 
scale based on the relevance of each of the terms for the given resource.  
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1.0  Introduction 
The World Wide Web (WWW) makes it possible for users to post resources in a distributed way 
and find resources by following links. Pandia Search Engine News (2007) estimates the size of 
the WWW to be between 15 and 30 billion pages. In a network of this size, it is difficult to locate 
all the resources relevant to a given topic or query by link navigation. Albert et al. (1999) 
demonstrated that based on the small world and power-law topology, two randomly chosen 
documents on the web are on average 19 clicks away from each other. As the size of the WWW 
grew, search engines emerged to help users search for web resources based on full-text indexing 
of accessible pages. Despite algorithmic improvements in ranking and clustering, full-text 
indexing using data such as page content, link structure, and query log data suffers from 
problems such as synonymy and polysemy as well as semantic connectivity. Taylor and Clemson 
(1996) listed the following as weaknesses of search engines: 
• There are duplicate pages in the same set of retrieved hits, 
• Results are unpredictable, 
• Results can be quite misleading, 
• Search engines do not readily disclose the contents of their databases nor do they 
provide a description of the criteria used to include a document in their files, 
• Vocabulary is not controlled, and punctuation and capitalization rules are not 
standardized, 
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• Relationships and relevance often cannot be analyzed without actually examining 
each item. 
Some of the weakness of search engines remain still to current search engines mainly due 
to the large volume of information on the Web, dynamic web pages, and spamming. Evans et al. 
(2005) addressed that current search engines have difficulties in indexing growing documents on 
the Web, and in addition, the dynamic changes of the content make the indexes stale. Moreover, 
increasing spamming tricks on ranking algorithms to make documents that are irrespective of 
user’s need located high in search results list. It is also related to the weakness of the search 
engines in finding the content of web pages mentioned by Evans et al. (2005) since the content 
may change at any time and the spamming can rely on metadata information embedded in the 
page.   
Services such as Yahoo! create directories based on content analysis done by humans. 
While directory services can provide more precise classification of web resources and reduce 
information overload, human classification is costly and does not scale well. Both full-text 
indexing and directory services have problems related to the churn in web pages (new pages 
appearing, old pages changing or being removed) and the increasing use of programmatic links 
(CGI programs and web services) that “hide” the content of pages. As Web 2.0 technologies 
such as AJAX and RSS take hold, these problems are compounded. The Semantic Web has been 
envisioned as a structured, machine-understandable web based upon structured resource 
descriptions (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). In efforts to provide a better way to find proper resources 
on the WWW, research has been undertaken to analyze web resource content so as to create high 
quality metadata automatically that is equal to or better than that generated by humans but 
without the cost and scalability problems. 
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A previous study has shown how semi-automated systems can allow novices to 
participate in the metadata generation process (Syn and Spring, 2008). While tools improve the 
quality of metadata produced by novices, in comparison with experts, novices were less stable in 
generating proper semantic metadata, i.e. keywords and subject classification. With the 
increasing popularity of social tagging systems, the potential for using social tags as a source of 
metadata is being explored. Social tagging systems can simplify the involvement of a large 
number of users and improve the metadata generation process, especially for semantic metadata. 
By using social tags as a type of metadata, this research aims to find a method to classify web 
resources. In this research, social tagging systems are considered as a source for non-professional 
catalogers’ participation in the metadata generation process, and social tags are considered as a 
type of metadata for web resources. The question is whether social tags can be mined in such a 
way as to enable less skilled classifiers to generate classificatory metadata. Because social tags 
are not a controlled vocabulary, there are problems in finding high quality terms to represent the 
content of a resource. This research examines ways to deal with those problems to gain a better 
set of tags to classify and represent the resource from the user-generated tags. 
1.1 Focus of the Study 
Human-generated metadata developed by skilled classifiers is generally considered to be more 
precise than system-generated metadata. Over the last years, no system has emerged that can 
generate high quality metadata automatically. To reduce human effort, it seemed to be essential 
to sacrifice the quality of metadata. 
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Some studies turned their focus to the possibility of letting novice catalogers participate 
in metadata generation process (Syn and Spring, 2008; Trant, 2006). However, it is difficult to 
motivate non-professional users to create metadata. In the past few years, social tagging systems 
have gained popularity among web users as a method of organizing, filtering, and retrieving web 
resources. Social tagging systems, such as Delicious and Flickr, have successfully let users be 
involved in tagging by providing services to motivate and also benefit users by tagging, for 
example bookmarking favorite links, organizing/sharing pictures, and getting recommendations 
on related web pages. Quintarelli (2005) and Sen et al. (2007) indicate that social tagging 
systems allow ordinary users to contribute to metadata generation, out-scaling expert-maintained 
taxonomies. Sen et al. (2007, pp. 361) found that “in 200 years of existence the Library of 
Congress has applied their expert-maintained taxonomy to 20 million books. In contrast, in just 
four years, flicker’s users have applied their adhoc tagging vocabulary to over 25 million 
photographs.” In addition, Heymann et al. (2008) suggested that social bookmarking systems are 
a good source of novel and active pages in terms of information discovery. Their data comparing 
the Open Directory Project and Delicious showed that metadata generation by humans takes 
more time and therefore includes comparatively older pages. Sen et al. and Heymann et al.’s 
observations support the view that social tagging systems allow newer web resources to be 
associated with metadata information in less time. 
While social tags scale well, the question arises as to whether social tagging systems can 
enable less skilled classifiers to generate good classificatory metadata. Much research has 
focused on using social tags to provide better retrieval and ranking results. When social tags are 
used with indexing or ranking methods, social tags are considered as a bag of terms for web 
documents. However, as directory services take approaches other than indexing for information 
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retrieval, when social tags are used to classify web resources, they should be handled differently. 
When filtering social tag terms as classificatory metadata, it is most important to find the topics 
and domains of the resource content. Therefore, unlike indexing methods that consider highly 
specific terms appearing in the content of a document as important as frequently appearing 
terms, it is not always true for classificatory metadata terms to be very specific or frequently 
appearing to represent the contents’ topics and domains. Zubiaga et al. (2009) suggested that 
user-generated tags and comments are actually useful (especially when used together with the 
content of the document) in classifying web pages than using only the content of a web 
document. Bischoff et al. (2008) also confirmed that tags, at least in music, are reliable and as 
good as expert created metadata. Syn and Spring (2009) discussed that in academic papers user-
generated tags work nearly as well as author-generated keywords and suggested filtering tag 
noise could improve the usefulness of tags. These studies have shown that tags can be descriptive 
and can take part in the role of metadata for classification of web resources. In this research, 
social tagging systems are considered as a channel for non-professional user participation in the 
metadata generation process. Social tags can reduce the barrier of human metadata generation in 
terms of having better scalability and more contribution from users. To make the most use of the 
beneficial side of social tags, this study will find a way of selecting the tags for representing web 
resources to increase the quality from a vast amount of user-created tags by addressing the 
following issues and questions.  
• Can the tag noise be reduced? 
• Can compound tags be processed to be of use? 
• Can a subset of tags be found that provide classificatory metadata? 
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This process will make the metadata generation process easier and faster and the quality 
of metadata reliable. 
1.2 The Nature of Social Tagging Systems 
One of the issues that has to be addressed in the design of the study is the nature of social tagging 
systems. This study looks to use tags as a means to generate metadata that can be used in 
classification. Unfortunately, this is not consistent with the design of social tagging systems. 
Social tagging systems are generally focused on certain types of resources and define a tag as a 
set of characters bounded by spaces. In addition, many systems suggest tags based on previously 
assigned tags. These features let users input tags in simpler and easier ways. However they may 
also lead users to have certain tagging behaviors. As Bischoff et al. (2008) stated, depending on 
the types of resources and systems, the characteristics of tags may differ. For example, there are 
more ‘location’ tags in Flickr (images) whereas there are more ‘type’ tags in Last.fm (music). 
Furthermore, the current state of data sharing by tagging systems is such that the amount 
of information that can be gathered from them is limited. While it is possible with most systems 
to obtain user ids, tag sets, resources (URL, file, etc.), comments/notes, time of creation, etc., 
other important information may not be available. For example, the specific order in which tags 
were entered or suggested might be important, but impossible to obtain. Further, while most 
systems indicate when a tag set was created, they do not have information about modification 
actions and dates. The basic assumption on tag order is that the sooner a tag appears the more 
important the tag might be. Golder and Huberman (2006) argued that the position of a tag and its 
frequency are related – frequently used tags will appear before less frequently used tags. The first 
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tag appearing in a tag set should be expected to be the most important tag for describing the 
document or at least it will be the more frequently occurring tag. The time a tag was created in a 
tag set may have an impact on tag frequency since users can easily accept tags that were assigned 
by other users already. Therefore the first user who bookmarks a document with some tags can 
influence other users’ selection of tags. Both the order of tag input and the time of tag input may 
impact a decision about the importance of a tag as classificatory metadata. These studies suggest 
that tag data is noisy and messy and careful attention has to be paid to the process of selecting 
tags for any particular purpose.  
1.3 Limitations and Delimitations of the Study 
According to Heymann et al. (2008), the number of resources that are bookmarked is relatively 
small compared to the size of the web. They also observed that despite the fact that social 
bookmarking systems cover only a small portion of the web, it covers a high proportion of search 
results. Nonetheless, one limitation of this study is that it may ignore a significant portion of web 
resources that have not been bookmarked. 
This study analyzes tags used in one bookmarking system. The results may not be 
generalizable to other tagging systems applied to other types of resources such as images, music, 
videos, etc. 
The sample for this study is gathered from a single social bookmarking system, 
Delicious. It does not include all the bookmarks in the selected system nor does it include more 
than one system. While the sample data was crawled in the manner to obtain a representative 
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sample across a number of different topic areas, the sample data of this study may not be 
representative of the whole population. 
1.4 Definitions 
1.4.1 Social Annotations 
Social annotation systems provide an easy means for user involvement in describing web 
resources.  Zubiaga et al. (2009) has defined five kinds of user-generated annotations: tags, 
notes, highlights, reviews, and ratings. 
• Tags are keywords used to define and characterize a web resource. Tags are often 
a list of user-selected, single-word descriptions. 
• Notes are free-text descriptions about the content of web resources. Whereas tags 
are one-word descriptions, notes are descriptions with multiple words or 
sentences. Both tags and notes are created with users’ selection of words and 
descriptions and are commonly adopted to annotate web resources in social 
annotation systems. 
• Highlights are relevant parts of a web resource. Web sites such as Diigo 
(http://www.diigo.com) allow users to specify the most relevant part of the web 
documents. 
• Reviews are free text evaluations of the content of a web resource including both 
the description and opinion on the resource. 
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• Ratings are user evaluations of web resources commonly done on Likert scales. 
Websites such as StumbleUpon (http://www.stumbleupon.com) allow users to 
review and rate web pages. 
In terms of how representative web resource content is, highlights and rating do not 
contribute much. Notes and reviews may include more personal opinions than tags. As Bischoff 
et al. (2008) also observed, tags for web pages cover topics of the content. 
1.4.2 Social Tags  
Tags may be keywords, category names, or metadata (Guy and Tonkin, 2006). Tags are 
collections of user-selected keywords attached to different types of web resources to describe 
their content. Tagging of content can allow for organization and can facilitate searching. Tags 
were originally designed to offer an easier method for users to manage and retrieve their own 
resources. More recently, tagging has allowed for the formation of social networks (John and 
Seligmann, 2006). Tags are useful since they can be “simple” and “easy-to-create” metadata 
representing the content of a resource. Social tagging systems enable users to annotate resources 
(e.g. web pages, images, videos, etc.) with a set of words, “tags”, which are relevant to the 
content of the resource according to their needs without relying on a controlled vocabulary or a 
previously defined structure (Specia and Motta, 2007). Social tags allow users to work together 
categorizing resources for future use. 
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1.4.3 Controlled Vocabulary 
Controlled vocabulary is an established list of preferred terms from which a cataloger or indexer 
must select when assigning subject headings or descriptors in a bibliographic record to indicate 
the content of the work in a library catalog, index, or bibliographic database (Reitz, 2004). A 
controlled vocabulary may also be used in information organization and retrieval, especially to 
assist users who want material on particular subjects. A controlled vocabulary is usually 
carefully systematized for use in retrieval systems in the form of a thesaurus or subject heading 
list with synonyms (Taylor, 2004). Controlled vocabulary is used to provide a limited list of 
terms to describe a resource so that the problems related to synonymy and polysemy can be 
reduced, since only provided terms are used and the relationship among terms are defined. 
The categories of controlled vocabularies include subject headings, thesauri, and 
ontologies (Taylor and Jourdrey, 2008). Subject headings capture the essence of topics and 
related concepts assigned with authoritative terms with the hierarchy, the semantic, and the 
syntactic relationships. Existing examples of subject headings are the Library of Congress 
Subject Headings (LCSH) and the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). A thesaurus provides a 
list of words grouped together in a structure according to similarity of their meanings with 
relationships among the words defined explicitly, such as synonymy. Examples of thesauri are 
Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) and Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. Ontology captures 
domain-specific knowledge including entities and relationships, both at a definitional level, and 
captures real-world facts or knowledge at an instance or assertion level (Cardoso and Sheth, 
2006, pp. 13). 
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1.4.4 Classification 
Classification is the act of organizing the universe of knowledge into some systematic order, e.g. 
in accord with some taxonomy (Chan, 1994). Classification makes formal, orderly access to 
information possible. It aims to bring related items together in a helpful sequence from the 
general to the specific (Taylor, 2004). Numerous classification schemes exist and usually define 
aspects, properties, or characteristics of specific subjects. The Dewey Decimal Classification 
(DDC) and Library of Congress Classification (LCC) are the most popular classification schemes 
for libraries. On the web, directory services and clustering techniques are often used to provide 
classification of web resources. In the Semantic Web, ontologies have been proposed as a means 
to classify web resources conceptually. 
1.4.5 Metadata 
Definitions of metadata vary across research projects. Metadata is often defined as “data about 
data” as meta means “about”. Burnett el al. (1999, p. 1212) defined metadata as “data that 
characterizes source data, describes their relationship, and supports the discovery and effective 
use of source data.” Caplan (2003, p. 3) states “metadata is structured information about an 
information resource of any type or format”. Other definitions emphasize the functionality of 
metadata. Greenberg (2003, p. 245) views metadata as “structured data about an object that 
supports functions associated with the designated object” with an object being “any entity, form, 
or mode for which contextual data can be recorded.” According to the International Federation of 
Library Associations (IFLA), the term metadata “refers to any data used to aid the identification, 
description and location of networked electronic resources.” Smiraglia (2005, p. 4) states 
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“metadata are structured, encoded data that describe characteristics of information-bearing 
entities to aid in the identification, discovery, assessment, and management of the described 
entities.”  The United Kingdom Office for Library and Information Networking (UKOLN) states 
that “the term [metadata] is normally understood to mean structured data about digital (and non-
digital) resources that can be used to help support a wide range of operations. These might 
include, for example, resource description and discovery, the management of information 
resources (including rights management) and their long-term preservation.” The glossary by the 
Getty Research Institute (Baca, 1999, p. 37) defines metadata as “data associated with either an 
information system or an information object for purposes of description, administration, legal 
requirements, technical functionality, use and usage, and preservation.” 
Concretely, metadata can be defined as a structured description of information resources. 
Metadata can be expressed in various formats, electronic or non-electronic, or describe certain 
resource types, electronic, network-accessible, or web-accessible, depending on the defined 
purposes of the metadata. The significant points from the various definitions of metadata include: 
(1) metadata is “structured” information, and (2) metadata “describes” information resources. 
Bibliographic metadata usually describes what, how, when, and by whom an information 
resource was created and collected. Metadata is described using a schema, a structured 
framework.  
1.4.6 Classificatory Metadata 
Since metadata in general can be any type of information that describes a resource, researchers 
have defined different types of metadata, such as descriptive, administrative, structural, syntactic, 
and semantic (Caplan, 2003; Cardoso and Sheth, 2006). In every case, metadata that describes 
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the contents or context of resources is considered important for identifying the topics or domains 
of the resource regardless of how this type of metadata is named - whether descriptive metadata 
or semantic metadata. In this research, we focus on metadata that describes the context of a 
resource, i.e. the domain or topics of the content. The results will lead to resource classification 
by their topics in the collection. We name this type of metadata as classificatory metadata. 
Classificatory metadata refer to the types of metadata that can be used for classifying or 
grouping resources by topics or domains, including subject keywords, topic categories, domain 
names, etc. 
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2.0  Review of the Literature 
This chapter reviews previous research on metadata generation from traditional methods and 
through social tagging systems. In addition, studies on using tags for retrieval and network 
formation are introduced along with discussion on using tags for resource classification. 
2.1 Traditional Methods of Metadata Generation 
Traditionally, library science has identified and located information resources by applying 
classification standards such as the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) and Library of 
Congress Classification (LCC), or structured subject lists such as Library of Congress Subject 
Headings (LCSH) and thesauri. With the variety of resource formats and the need for 
interoperability in information resources demanded by the growth of WWW and digitalized 
information resources, a new way of identifying and locating information resources is needed. 
Work has been done on the use of markup languages (e.g. Machine-Readable Cataloging 
(MARC) and Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)), protocols (e.g. Z39.50), and 
bibliographic controls for electronic resources (e.g. International Standard Bibliographic 
Description (ISBD) and Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR)) to deal with the particular 
needs of web information resources. While many approaches for bibliographic control and 
cataloging on electronic resources were introduced, alternate approaches to describe Internet-
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based electronic resources were necessary. The concept of metadata has been suggested as a 
means to describe web resources. 
Caplan (2003, p. 3-5) categorizes metadata as descriptive, administrative, or structural. 
Descriptive metadata facilitates discovery (how one finds a resource), identification (how a 
resource can be distinguished from other, similar resources), and selection (how to determine if a 
resource fills a particular need). It provides structured terms that enable access to resources 
through information retrieval systems ranging from indexes, to catalogs, to search engines 
(Smiraglia, 2005, p. 4). Administrative metadata aids in the management of resources and may 
include rights management metadata, preservation metadata, and technical metadata describing 
the physical characteristics of a resource. It can include information such as when and how an 
object was created, who is responsible for controlling access to or archiving the content, what 
control or processing activities have been performed in relation to the content and what 
restrictions on access or use apply. Structural metadata describes internal structure of complex 
information resources often used in machine processing, such as associating different 
representations of the same intellectual content. Cardoso and Sheth (2006, p. 9-12) defined types 
of metadata as syntactic metadata, structural metadata, and semantic metadata. Syntactic 
metadata in a simple form describes non-contextual information about content and provides very 
general information, such as the document’s size, location, or date of creation. Structural 
metadata provides information regarding the structure of content, such as how items are put 
together or arranged. Semantic metadata describes contextually relevant or domain-specific 
information about content based on a domain specific metadata model or ontology, thereby 
capturing the meaning associated with the content. It adds relationships, rules, and constraints to 
syntactic and structural metadata. 
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Metadata is described based on a schema, a structured framework. Similar to traditional 
classification rules, metadata schemas are pre-established rules to organize resources in a 
collection, to organize entries in an index or catalog to facilitate access and retrieval, or to 
categorize resources into groups. Baca (1999, p. 39) defines schema as “a set of rules for 
encoding information that supports specific communities of users.” Formally in the library field, 
metadata is that information used when cataloging in accord with the AACR2/MARC standard. 
A wide variety of metadata schemas are being used experimentally on the WWW to describe 
information resources. Metadata schemas are developed based on the needs of particular fields or 
domains, the characteristics of resources in those fields or domains, and the types of metadata. 
For instance, the Government Information Locator Service (GILS) is a schema for government 
information; the Gateway to Educational Materials (GEM) and the Learning Object Metadata 
(LOM) are schemas for educational information; Categories for the Description of Works of Art 
(CDWA) is a schema for art information, and the Encoded Archival Description (EAD) is a 
schema for archival information. Many metadata schemas have been developed based on the 
markup languages, e.g. MARC, SGML, HTML, and XML. Other examples of metadata schemas 
include the Dublin Core (DC), a simple HTML-based data element set; the Encoded Archival 
Description (EAD), an SGML-based encoding scheme for archiving finding aids; and the Text-
Encoding Initiative (TEI) Header, an SGML-based encoding scheme for complex texture 
structures. 
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2.2 Early Methods of Metadata Generation: Approaches for Automation 
Along with the development of metadata schemas, research has explored how to reduce the 
effort to generate metadata by automating the process. There are two main approaches for 
automatic or semi-automatic metadata generation: extraction and harvesting (Greenberg, 2004). 
Extraction occurs with an algorithm automatically extracting information from the content of 
resources. Techniques such as information extraction (e.g. document analysis and ontology-
driven extraction) and natural language processing (e.g. regular expressions, rule-based parsers, 
and machine learning) are often used for extraction. A number of research projects have 
attempted to generate metadata based on extraction. For instance, MetaExtract automatically 
assigns Dublin Core (DC) and Gateway to Educational Materials (GEM) metadata using natural 
language processing extraction techniques (Yilmazel et al., 2004). The goal of MetaExtract is to 
extract appropriate terms and phrases from the digital documents to populate item-level metadata. 
The Simple Indexing Interface is a framework for automatic metadata generation for learning 
objects (Cardinaels et al., 2005). Since the main resources are learning objects, the Simple 
Indexing Interface assigns metadata especially to the Learning Objects Metadata (LOM). 
GERHARD is another extraction approach that automatically classifies web resources (Möller et 
al., 1999). It focuses on classifying German web resources using Universal Decimal 
Classification (UDC). These studies demonstrate that extraction-based generation of resource 
descriptions can create metadata of the quality of manually generated metadata, at least when 
assigning the resources to specific schema such as DC, GEM, LOM and UDC. On the other hand, 
Han et al. (2003) extracted metadata using a machine learning method - Support Vector 
Machines (SVM). They classified research papers and extracted extended metadata for research 
papers based on the structural part of papers. 
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Harvesting collects metadata from existing meta-information in or associated with 
resources (Greenberg, 2004; Jenkins et al., 1999). For example, meta tags in HTML are 
important elements for harvesting. Many well-known HTML editor applications such as Front 
Page, Dreamweaver, and Microsoft Word automatically create meta tags with some basic 
bibliographic information when creating HTML files. There are tools for harvesting information 
for web resources such as DC-DOT. Paynter (2005) has described the factors in web resources 
that can be harvested in detail according to metadata element fields. For example, the potential 
value of the title element can be harvested from meta tag, title tag, H1 tag, and then the sequence 
of words in the first 50 letters of body text. However, harvesting mainly concentrates on simple 
bibliographic information not considering other kinds of information, such as the semantics of 
the content. 
Many applications combine both approaches. For example, the OCLC Scorpion project 
(http://www.oclc.org/research/software/scorpion/default.htm) explores the use of automatic 
classification with various methods for web accessible text documents (Shafer, 1997; Toth, 
2002). It automatically assigns a subject using a machine-readable subject classification scheme 
or thesaurus by pre- and post-processing using harvesting and extraction techniques. The 
INFOMINE project (Paynter, 2005) is another example of using a combination of both 
approaches. INFOMINE exploits the fact that different metadata fields contain different types of 
data. It applies harvesting and extraction methods depending on the characteristics and the types 
of metadata fields. While these approaches are efforts to have machines understand the resource 
content with less human involvement, they fail to understand the semantic content since they 
only extract information from what is expressed in that content. 
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2.3 Social Tagging System Methods of Metadata Generation 
The main drawback of having machines generate metadata automatically has been the quality of 
metadata generated. The advent of Web 2.0 technology let web users interact with systems to 
generate various types of information including simple metadata such as tags. Tagging systems 
allow users to tag or categorize different types of resources. Tags in tagging systems are 
generally one-word descriptions of the resource. Users benefit from tagging systems as they help 
users to better organize resources and find resources easily with assigned tags/keywords. Social 
tagging systems let users share their tags with other users. By socializing the tagging activity and 
tagged resources, it is not only possible to share users’ resources, but also to share tags. Users 
can categorize or assign keywords to resources with similar content. Users can share the tags or 
systems can suggest tags from other users. These functions help users to use common terms 
within specific domains. It is also possible to form user groups with shared interests by sharing 
resources and collaboratively creating tags. Shared tags make it possible to use tags for better 
resource finding. Different types of social tagging systems are being developed, some for 
electronic resources (e.g. Delicious is a social bookmarking system for web pages; Flickr is a 
social tagging system for image sharing) and others for non-electronic resources (e.g. CiteULike 
is a bibliography sharing system that focuses on academic research papers; and LibraryThing is a 
tagging system for books and publications). 
Social tagging systems first gained popularity by providing services related to digital 
resources, such as electronic documents, images, videos, etc. Delicious (http://delicious.com) is a 
social bookmarking system founded by Joshua Schachter in September 2003 and acquired by 
Yahoo! in 2005 (“Delicious,” 2010). In September 2007, Delicious had more than 3 million 
registered users and 100 million unique URLs bookmarked (Arrington, 2007). It lets users store 
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their favorite bookmarks online allowing them to be accessed from anywhere via the web. It also 
allows users to share their bookmarks with others and discover new web resources through the 
collections of others. On Delicious, users can organize bookmarks with tags. Tags in Delicious 
are not hierarchical in structure so that they can be more flexible and easier to manage for users. 
Delicious provides different methods to browse tags on a resource or a set of resources. Users 
can browse related tags assigned previously by other users. Delicious also provides a “tag cloud” 
that provides a visualization of the popular tags in the system. Flickr (http://www.flickr.com) is a 
photo sharing system where users can upload, organize, and share their photos with friends, 
family, and others. It was developed by Ludicorp and launched in February 2004 (“Flickr,” 
2010). In March 2005, it was also acquired by Yahoo! and replaced the Yahoo! Photos service in 
2007. Its main features include organizing images/videos with tags and building online 
communities based on personal or group interests. Tags in Flickr often represent the name or 
subject of the images including information such as location, date created, genre, name, medium, 
etc. Users can assign up to 75 tags to an image. Flickr has also implemented tag clouds, which 
provide access to images tagged with the most popular keywords. Flickr allows users to assign 
"sets" or groups of photos that fall under the same heading. Sets are more flexible than the 
traditional folder-based methods of organizing files - one photo can belong to one set, many sets, 
or none. The concept of “sets” is similar to categorical collection rather than hierarchical 
grouping. 
With the popularity of social tagging systems for digital resources, some systems started 
to focus on non-digital resources as well. Reference information about publications can be shared 
online whether the resource is available digitally or not. By focusing on bibliographic 
information for publications (e.g. books, research papers, online publications, etc.), people can 
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tag the targeted resource. CiteULike (http://www.citeulike.org) is one of the most popular social 
tagging systems for reference information for academic papers. It was developed by Richard 
Cameron in November 2004 in the UK1. According to Emamy and Cameron (2007), CiteULike 
is a fusion of web-based social bookmarking services (such as Delicious) and traditional 
bibliographic management tools (such as EndNote). It encourages researchers to “gather, collect, 
share” information on academic papers and “network” with others who have similar research 
interests. Users of CiteULike are motivated by an easier method of collecting information, 
especially for selected publishers2, and better methods of discovering and sharing information. 
For example it lets users find related articles by author name and tags from user profiles. Since 
CiteULike focuses on academic areas, users can benefit by specifying semantic meaning of their 
tags and forming communities with other researchers with similar interests. Groups are formed 
by inviting friends/colleagues to join, forming research groups, and letting users create or join 
groups of interest. In addition, researchers can easily generate their literature library by 
importing or exporting a personal library in BibTex or RIS file format. Discovering new articles 
is also possible with CiteGeist, which lists recent popular articles posted to CiteULike. Other 
social tagging systems for non-digital resources include LibraryThing 
(http://www.librarything.com/) and Listal (http://www.listal.com/). LibraryThing was developed 
                                                 
1 CiteULike FAQ, http://www.citeulike.org/faq/all.adp 
2 CiteULike supports automatic extraction of bibliographic information from major publisher sites: ACL Anthology, 
AIP Scitation, Amazon, American Chem. Soc. Publications, American Geophysical Union, American 
Meteorological Society Journals, Annual Reviews, Anthrosource, arXiv.org e-Print archive, Association for 
Computing Machinery (ACM) portal, BioMed Central, Blackwell Synergy, BMJ, Cambridge University Press, 
CiteSeer, Cryptology ePrint Archive, DBLP, EdITLib, Education Resources Information Center, HighWire, IEEE 
Explore, informaworld, Ingenta, IngentaConnect, IoP Electronic Journals, IUCr, IWA Publishing Online, Journal 
of Machine Learning Research, JSTOR, Mary Ann Liebert, MathSciNet, MetaPress, NASA Astrophysics Data 
System, National Bureau of Economic Research, Nature, Open Repository, Optical Society of America, Physical 
Review Online Archive, plos, PLoS Biology, Project MUSE, PsyCONTENT, PubMed, PubMed Central, Royal 
Society, Royal Society of Chemistry, Science, ScienceDirect, Scopus, Social Science Research Network, 
SpringerLink, Usenix, Wiley InterScience. For the publishers that CiteULike does not support, users need to input 
bibliographic information manually. 
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by Tim Spalding and went live on August 29, 2005 (“LibraryThing,” 2010). It is a service to help 
users easily catalog their own books with high quality information (Wenzler, 2007). Users can 
store and share personal library catalogs, book lists, and reviews of books, and also manage and 
search their library with tags. Up to 200 books per user can be entered without any fee. Book 
catalogs can be easily created with any qualified sources such as Amazon.com and the Library of 
Congress. Users can form group forums or book clubs online. Recommendations are available 
for related topics and genre based on tag information and/or user recommendations. Listal is 
similar to LibraryThing except it includes not only books but other media types such as movies, 
TV shows, DVDs, music, and games. Listal lets users input tags and review and share them with 
other users and group members. LibraryThing provides more detailed and qualified metadata and 
Common Knowledge provides general information on the book (e.g. name of characters, awards, 
etc.) in addition to user tags. On the other hand, Listal manages additional information such as 
people (e.g. actors, artists, authors, and directors) and platforms (e.g. Nintendo, card game, etc.). 
2.3.1 Research on the Use of Social Tags 
Researchers are beginning to look at ways that social tags might be used.  In general, social 
tagging systems are based on a collection of 3-tuples consisting of users, tags, and resources 
(Hotho et al., 2006a, 2006b; John and Seligmann, 2006; Marlow et al., 2006; Mika, 2007; Smith, 
2008, pp. 41-53; X. Wu et al., 2006) (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The Triple Model of Tags 
 
One stream of research relates to improving information retrieval. There are many 
possible uses of social tags to improve search results. First of all, one may consider tags as one 
type of index for documents. Although using tags as an index does not fully solve linguistic 
problems of full text indexing, tags are expected to provide more precise semantic information 
with shared agreement and can be used to index or rank web resources (Choochaiwattana, 2008; 
Choochaiwattana and Spring, 2009; Golder and Huberman, 2006; Mika, 2007; Shirky, 2005; 
Trant, 2006). Second, tags can be used to build ontologies as a part of the Semantic Web (Mika; 
2007, Ohmukai et al., 2005; H. Wu et al., 2006). Since tags provide semantic information about 
web resources, it may be possible to extend and organize tags into ontologies. In the information 
retrieval and Semantic Web domains, from the 3-tuples, tag-resource elements are more focused 
(Figure 2). Tags can also be used to form community networks. This kind of research 
emphasizes the social aspect of tagging systems (Marlow et al., 2006; Mika, 2007; Ohmukai et 
al., 2005; H. Wu et al., 2006). The ease of tag input in many social tagging systems encourages 
web users to participate in the tag creation process. Since tags are assigned to a resource by 
different users collaboratively, the triple association and networks can be formed from the 
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linkage of elements of the triple model. While the tag-resource sets are more critical in retrieval 
research, the user element of the triple becomes very significant in network research (Figure 3). 
 
 
Figure 2. Information Retrieval with Tags 
 
Figure 3. Community Network Formation with Tags 
2.3.1.1 Tags for Indexing and Ranking 
Traditionally web information retrieval focuses on building an index from the contents of 
web resources. This is usually done by employing full-text indexing using term-weighting. 
However, full-text indexing causes problems related to synonymy, polysemy and other content 
semantics. Although using tags as an index does not fully solve these linguistic problems, tags 
are expected to provide more precise semantic information with shared agreement (Golder and 
Huberman, 2006; Mika, 2007; Shirky, 2005; Trant, 2006). In addition to using tags for indexing, 
other research is using tags to improve ranking algorithms. Considering tags as an index, Yanbe 
et al. (2007) made use of the popularity of a web page, i.e. the total number of times a web page 
is tagged and measured what is called SBRank. They tested Delicious data to compare PageRank 
and SBRank and suggest that SBRank captures the popularity of resources among content 
consumers (readers) while PageRank is in general a result of author-to-author evaluation of Web 
resources. Therefore, SBRank is often more dynamic and quickly applied. They implemented a 
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system that can accept different types of queries to benefit from information provided by the 
document index and tags. Query types include context query, metadata query, temporal query 
(e.g. FirstDate), sentiment query (e.g. useful), and controversial query (e.g. number of comments 
on pages). By providing a method to filter different types of queries using tags and enhance 
searches with combinations of the ranking method based on link structure analysis and social 
bookmarking, it was found that it is possible to provide more precise relevance estimates of 
documents, improve the measure of page quality, provide time-aware popularity measure, and 
filter pages by user impressions, sentiment characteristics, or controversy levels using user-
assigned tags.  
Hotho et al. (2006a, 2006b) adapted the notion of HITS for their ranking algorithm, 
Adapted PageRank. The basic idea is that the resource that is tagged with important tags by 
important users becomes important itself. This rule was applied to resources, tags, and users 
equally and used to measure similarity. Their results showed that although tags, users, and 
resources that are related to preference are ranked higher in the result, many of the general 
results still hold the top position. Therefore, in order to reasonably focus the ranking around the 
topics defined in the preference vector, they presented a ranking algorithm called FolkRank, a 
topic-specific ranking in a folksonomy. FolkRank provides ranks based on topic-specificity to 
user preferences. Topic can be assigned not only by assigning higher weights to specific tags, but 
also to specific resources and users. Therefore, FolkRank is a more personalized rank algorithm 
than Adapted PageRank. FolkRank works better for ranking within a folksonomy, since words 
used often globally disappear from the ranking. This study has presented the possibility of using 
tags for personalized ranking and recommendation.  
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Similar to Hotho et al. (2006a, 2006b)’s observation, X. Wu et al. (2006) explained that 
the semantic relatedness is embodied in different frequencies of co-occurrences among users, 
resources, and tags. Based on this observation, they generated a semantic index with social tags 
and improved search, inferring the semantic index and various retrieval models statistically. 
Their semantic search models include a basic search model, resource discovery model, and 
personalized search model. The basic search model deals with queries that are a single tag and 
ranks semantically related resources without considering personal user information (resource-
tag). The resource discovery model can extend the basic search model by discovering 
semantically related resources — using tag co-occurrence to find resources tagged with related 
tags. The personalized search model integrates personalized information in the semantic search 
using users’ interests represented by semantic vectors from tags. The authors considered that the 
significance of their search models is detecting resources that are not tagged by the query tags. In 
addition, they stressed that the global semantic model helps disambiguate tags and group 
synonymous tags together into concepts.  
Bao et al. (2007) introduced two ranking methods based on the observation that social 
tags can benefit web search as they can better summarize web pages, and the count of tags 
indicates the popularity of web pages. For example, even if the page contains the tags “ubuntu” 
and “linux”, it is not proper to calculate the similarity between the query and the document using 
the keyword “linux” only. They argue that an exploration of similarity between “ubuntu” and 
“linux” may further improve the page ranking. In fact, similar tags are usually assigned to similar 
web resources by users with shared interests. With this observation, they introduced 
SocialSimRank (SSR). SSR basically uses co-occurrence of tags and semantically related 
resources to improve traditional full-text indexing. They also introduced SocialPageRank (SPR) 
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based on the observation that popular web resources are tagged by many up-to-date users and 
annotated with up-to-date tags. Their preliminary experimental results show that SSR can find 
the semantic association between queries and tags, while SPR measures the quality of a web 
page from the web user’s perspective.  
John and Seligmann (2006) performed a similar study, proposing a ranking called 
ExpertRank that quantifies a user’s expertise level in the context of a tag. The authors 
emphasized that by categorizing and relating content using tags, it is possible to express users’ 
interests and thus their expertise. In ExpertRank, relevant factors to consider are the number of 
bookmarks tagged with a particular tag by a user and the age of the bookmarks. The authors 
calculated the rank of an expert two ways for each tag based on the number of bookmarks that 
the expert marked with that tag – first, assuming an unstructured tag collection (i.e., no 
dependencies between tags), then assuming a structured tag collection (i.e., correlations exist 
between tags). This study showed that by using tagging activity information, it is possible to 
provide better ranking of resources, especially within a community of similar interests (such as 
an enterprise). It is also possible to adopt the algorithm to recommendation systems such as E-
Bay, as it is important to define experts in such systems.  
Studies by Choochaiwattana (2008) and Choochaiwattana and Spring (2009) 
demonstrated two methods to integrate social tags into web search to improve users’ satisfaction 
with search results - web resource index augmentation and search result ranking. Their study 
showed that the count of the number of people that used tags that matched terms in the query 
string normalized by the total count of all tags for a given resource ranked useful web resources 
higher and less useful resources lower. They also argued that social tags can provide high-level 
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concepts about web resources and the combination of social tags and content of web resources 
can provide a better representation of web resources. 
2.3.1.2 Tags for Folksonomy Development 
Mika (2007), Ohmukai et al. (2005), and H. Wu et al. (2006) have all conducted research 
aimed at using tags to build ontologies or folksonomies. H. Wu et al. (2006) used tags to build a 
common hierarchy for a set of documents. They suggested an ontology generation algorithm 
using agglomerative hierarchical clustering. An ontology from tags on a large document 
collection allows both systematic retrieval of documents and social interactions with common 
reference. To mitigate the impact of polysemy, synonymy, and idiosyncratic tagging, it is 
necessary to have a large number of users as participants.  
Unlike H. Wu et al.’s study, Mika (2007) introduced ontology generation with network 
analysis. Based on the triple model of a folksonomy, Mika extended the model into three 
ontologies based on the graph models and co-occurrence of tags. The study suggested the 
importance of actor (user) and concept (tag) linkage in folksonomy for ontology generation.  
Ohmukai et al. (2005) proposed a social bookmarking system using several metadata and 
a personal network to construct a community-based ontology. Different from the work described 
above, Ohmukai et al. (2005) used neither clustering nor network analysis to generate an 
ontology. They used the community-based information with techniques such as FOAF 
TrackBack, matchmaker-based recommendation, and the network expansion method to build a 
personal ontology framework. While the results were not provided in this particular paper, the 
idea of making use of a folksonomy in a community-wide approach is a good example of 
different approaches for ontology generation. 
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2.3.1.3 Tags for Network Formation 
The ease of tag input in many social tagging systems encourages web users to participate in the 
tag creation process. Since tags are assigned to a resource by different users collaboratively, the 
triple association, mentioned above, is defined and networks can be formed from the linkage of 
elements of the triple model. Research related to social tagging from different domains took 
users and communities into consideration and tried to benefit from this analysis. The early 
research in this area analyzes tags in the context of sets in communities.  
Marlow et al. (2006) analyzed Flickr focusing on the impact of contact in networks. Their 
result showed users sharing contacts tend to have more overlap in common tags compared with 
overlap between random users, indicating that there is a relationship between social affiliation 
and tag vocabulary formation and use. Mika (2007) also evaluated the role of users in network 
and ontology creation. The study suggests that the actor (user) – concept (tag) association 
network better represented the user’s or community’s interests. Therefore, in ontology building, 
not only concepts but also users should be considered.  
Some studies introduce possible implementations of communities generated based on 
tags. Ohmukai et al. (2005) generated a community-based ontology to solve problems with 
folksonomy and improve recommendations for users. They showed how an ontology can be 
structured using a personal network of friends and content metadata. John and Seligmann (2006) 
suggested using topic-based sub-communities within the social network to determine expert 
users and related tags for ExpertRank. They did not introduce the process of community network 
formation in detail; however, they showed how the communities can be used in ranking. H. Wu 
et al. (2006) used a method to identify global communities utilizing authorships and usage of 
tags and documents to implement their modified HITS algorithm for ontology generation. To 
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identify communities of similar interest and information experts in a domain, linkage between 
tags and other knowledge sources such as contents, hyperlinks, and user behavior is considered. 
These studies suggest possibilities of implementing various methods for forming user or tag 
communities for different purposes and the need for more sophisticated structures of tag data for 
better tag usage. 
2.3.2 Web Resource Classification Using Social Tags 
Classification of web resources has evolved as one method to improve web information retrieval 
along with full-text indexing. Up to now, controlled vocabulary and natural language processing 
are the most widely used methods for web resource categorization. A controlled vocabulary can 
address the shortcomings of full-text indexing. However, it cannot be deployed in a scalable 
fashion due to a lack of qualified professionals and the sheer number of resources that need to be 
classified. Natural language processing, such as clustering, helps categorization done by a 
machine. This automates the process of controlled vocabulary generation but introduces other 
problems related to semantics. From the Semantic Web point-of-view, tags can play a role as a 
type of annotation providing semantic information about the web resources for categorization. 
There is growing interest in determining if tags can be used as a type of metadata useful 
in web resource classification (Bischoff et al., 2008; Heymann et al., 2008; Macgregor and 
McCulloch, 2006; Mathes, 2004; Mika, 2007; Noll and Meinel; 2007, Quintarelli, 2005; Sen et 
al., 2007; Shirky, 2005; Smith, 2008, pp. 63-93; Syn and Spring, 2009; Zubiaga et al., 2009). 
Macgregor and McCulloch (2006) argued that social tagging systems let users participate in the 
organization of web resources and make it possible to lower the cost of web resource metadata 
creation. Sen et al. (2007) and Heymann et al. (2008) indicated social tagging systems allow 
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users to contribute metadata for new or active pages. Heymann et al. (2008) compared the Open 
Directory Project and Delicious and found that metadata generation by humans takes more time 
and, as a result, new resources do not appear immediately; while they appear very quickly in 
social tagging systems. Noll and Meinel (2007) have examined tags by comparing them with 
web document metadata, i.e. HTML metadata tags, to define characteristics of tags in terms of 
metadata and web document classification. They found that tags match document content 
significantly better than its metadata created by the author. 
Quintarelli (2005) introduced folksonomy as one type of user-generated classification 
that emerges through bottom-up consensus. In using tags, involvement by the public is 
considered important, although some trade-off between quality of metadata and metadata 
ecology is necessary. Since users enter tags without any restriction, terms used for tags may 
contain misspelled terms, compound terms, single and plural forms, personal tags, and single-use 
tags. Although tags may be used that have a meaning known only to their creator, there are 
clearly some tags that have shared social meaning (Guy and Tonkin, 2006). Shirky (2005) 
discusses how tags should be organized to produce meaning. Tags can be applied as raw 
keywords that represent the user’s resource description. Rethlefsen (2007) proposes structuring 
tags when representing them to users to let them benefit from it effectively. Related to concerns 
about tag quality when used as metadata, the results from the steve.museum study (Trant, 2006) 
showed that the terms provided by non-specialists for museum collections are positive. It 
demonstrated that using tags assigned by general users might help bridge the semantic gap 
between professional discourse and the popular language of the museum visitors. Zubiaga et al. 
(2009) suggested that user-generated annotation (tags and comments) are actually more useful in 
classifying web pages than using only the content of a web document. Their study showed that 
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tags perform better for classification than content only and they perform even better when tags 
are used together with the content of the document. Bischoff et al. (2008) also confirmed that 
tags, at least in music, are reliable and as good as expert created metadata. Although tags for 
music resources are more structured and controlled compared to tags for other resources, 
Bischoff et al. still provided a possibility of using tags as metadata. Syn and Spring (2009) found 
that for academic papers user-generated tags worked as well as author-generated keywords and 
suggested filtering tag noise could improve the usefulness of tags. The results also supported 
using tags and folksonomies as metadata. In addition to the potential of tags as descriptive 
metadata, Guy and Tonkin (2006) discuss how to improve tag quality and how to educate tag 
creators to make use of folksonomy metadata. They suggested that providing users with helpful 
heuristics and introducing structure within tags might encourage users to select and create good 
tags. 
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3.0  Preliminary Studies of Social Tags as Classificatory Metadata 
3.1 Introduction 
This study is designed to shed light on the use of tags as classificatory metadata.  To accomplish 
this goal, it is important that tag noise be reduced. As Guy and Tonkin (2006) found there are 
both noisy tags and useful tags in a tag set. Tag noise includes misspelled tags, bad combinations 
of words, personal tags, etc. It is expected that having tag noise filtered out will improve the 
quality of tags. Furthermore, ambiguous tags have to be disambiguated. There are many kinds of 
ambiguous tags -- personal tags, compound tags, etc. In this research, we focus on compound 
tags as ambiguous tags and figure out how they can be disambiguated. Once we have 
accomplished noise reduction and tag disambiguation, we can look for tags that will serve as 
classificatory metadata.  This chapter begins by taking a closer look at social tagging systems.  In 
addition, it chronicles some of the preliminary work done to set the stage for the dissertation 
research.  
3.2 Social Tagging Systems 
The goal of this study is to find good methods to generate classificatory metadata for web 
resources.  Unlike many related studies, the goal is not to retrieve or rank resources using social 
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tags.  Instead, the goal is to select important tags (meta-terms) and remove meaningless ones 
(noise) from the tag set. Several preliminary observations were made to find a method to 
determine the better tags to use to represent a resource. 
1. Social tagging systems allow users to input a term at a time. Therefore tags with 
multiple terms are often input as multiple single terms (e.g. “semantic” and 
“web”) or a compound term (e.g. “semanticweb”, “semantic-web”, 
“semantic_web”). 
2. A user can create only one tag set for a resource. 
3. A user can assign a term as a tag only once in a tag set for a resource. That is, a 
tag cannot be assigned multiple times by a user for a resource nor can a user 
explicitly weight the importance of a tag. 
4. Social tags include terms that are idiosyncratic to a user. Examples include 
graphical tags (e.g. “*****”), personal notes (e.g. initials, “IS2000”) and 
compound words (e.g. “toread”). These do not provide good metadata information 
for the resource. 
The model of social tagging systems can be described by the tuples: users, tags, 
resources (users add tags to resources). Users are the people who create tags, add resources, and 
use the systems to find or organize meaningful resources. Resources are the items added into the 
system including documents, web pages, videos, images, etc. Resources may be associated with 
tags. Tags are labels users add to resources. They can be descriptions of the resources, opinions 
on the resources, self-referencing notes on the resources, etc. With the elements of the tuple 
model, we define a tag set as a set of tags created by a user associated to a resource. A 
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bookmark, particularly in this research, represents a tag set assigned to a resource (web 
document) by a user.  
Based on the observations made on the social tagging system and the conceptual model, 
we can identify characteristics of the tag data as described below. 
1. The number of users who added a resource equals the number of tag sets 
associated with a resource or the number of bookmarks on a resource. It is noted 
that a tag set or bookmark may not contain any tags (an empty tag set). 
2. The number of times a tag is used to describe a resource equals the number of 
users who used the tag term for the resource, due to the condition of social 
tagging systems that allows a user to add a term only once for a resource. 
3. The number of times a tag is used in a collection is a matter of definition.  It may 
be defined in terms of the number of times it is used by different users related to 
each resource or by the number of resources with which it is associated at least 
once.  
4. The number of resources in the collection represents the number of unique URLs 
added to the system. It is noted that a web page can be represented with various 
forms of URLs such as http://www.pitt.edu and http://www.pitt.edu/index.html.  
3.2.1 Tag Occurrence and Distribution 
Social tags are a set of tags from a group of users. Social tags provide a set of positive 
descriptive terms identified by a group of people.  Because there are no controls for inputting 
words as tags, there can be problems of tag quality and agreement on selection of terms as 
resource descriptions. Generally, researchers accept that the occurrence of any given term 
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represents the agreement of people – the more a term occurs, the more people believe it to be a 
good term. 
Quintarelli (2005), based on Thomas Vander Wal’s explanation, described two aspects of 
folksonomy – broad and narrow. A broad folksonomy, as a result of mass agreement, shows a 
power law curve and a long tail effect in the distribution of tags. The power law reveals that 
many people agree on using a few popular tags and smaller groups prefer less known terms to 
describe their items of interests (i.e., narrow folksonomy). A narrow folksonomy provides 
benefits in finding objects that are not easy using traditional tools, e.g. full-text search, as it is 
often described using an individuals’ own terminology. 
 
 
Figure 4. Different Tag Distribution for Different URLs (Shirky, 2005) 
 
Related to Quintarelli’s observation on tag occurrence, Shirky (2005) has discussed that 
the frequency of tags for a URL can help determine the importance of a set of tags for each URL. 
The distribution and occurrence can identify the most representative set of tags for the resource. 
Shirky further discusses that the distribution also can cause confusion in analyzing tags of a 
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resource. From Figure 4, the graph at the bottom left has more than 140 people tagging this URL 
as “software”. The next most common tag, “windows”, has only 20 occurrences. It is obvious 
that this resource is about software -- there is a sharp, clear fall off in tags. However, it is more 
difficult to determine the cutoff point for the graph at the upper right. 
The observation and discussion on tag occurrence and distribution shows that finding 
good classificatory metadata terms from tag sets cannot be done by simply getting frequently 
occurring tags. In this research, not only broad folksonomy, but also tags in narrow folksonomy 
are considered as candidates of classificatory metadata, as broad and specific domains and topics 
are both important for classification. In addition, defining the cut off points from the tag 
distribution of a resource is an issue to consider in finding significant classificatory metadata. 
3.2.2 Compound Tags 
Given that most tagging systems do not allow spaces in tags, users have developed ways of 
specifying compound tags, combinations of words without spaces, e.g. “webdesign”, 
“web_design”, “WebDesign”. A number of authors have discussed compound tags as one of 
major characteristics of social tags (Guy and Tonkin, 2006; Lin et at., 2006; Tonkin, 2006). Guy 
and Tonkin (2006) indicated that the majority of tags are nouns. They observed that many tags 
are compound words (according to Tonkin’s sample about 16~23.5% of tags are compound 
words, Table 1). Tonkin (2006) analyzed tag types shown in Table 1, which indicates that 
compound tags are a major format for social tags. She defined types of tags as ‘words’, ‘simple 
compounds’, ‘known encodings’ and ‘unknown’. ‘Words’ are tags that use single terms. ‘Simple 
compounds’ indicate compound tags that are simple combinations of two terms or make use of 
strategies for indicating the word boundary such as using a separator character, e.g. hyphen, 
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underscore, or period. ‘Known encodings’ indicate tags that imply an existing formal metadata 
model. ‘Unknown’ includes tags that cannot be defined in any of other forms. 
 
Table 1. Tag Types Distribution (Tonkin, 2006) 
Tag Type / % Words Simple Compounds 
Known 
Encodings Unknown 
Flickr 33.8 16 9.7 40.5 
Delicious 43.9 23.5 4.3 28.3 
 
In Table 1, ‘simple compounds’ indicates compound tags with separators. In our sample 
data set including 1,800,651 bookmarks with 205,486 unique tags by 488,939 unique users for 
7,411 resources that is much larger than Tonkin’s data set, there were 143,775 unique compound 
tags, that is, 69.97% of the unique tags. The average words used to form a compound tag are 
2.71 words. Tonkin (2006) further analyzed the simple compounds and reported common 
compound separators in case of Delicious sample data: dash (39%), underscore (25%), forward 
slash (14%), period (14%), others (8%). Guy and Tonkin (2006) showed that there are many 
types of separators (Figure 5). In our sample data set, we found yet more separators. Like 
Tonkin’s analysis, we found that popular special characters as separators were underscore (30%), 
dash (19%), double quotation (15%), period (9%), comma (8%), etc (Figure 6). 
 
Figure 5. Delicious Compound Word Separators (Guy and Tonkin, 2006) 
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Figure 6. The Usage of Separators in Delicious Compound Tags 
 
Observations made by Guy and Tonkin (2006), Tonkin (2006), and also by our sample 
data set show that although compound tags are not as structured as a formal form of metadata, it 
would be dangerous to make conclusions about tag information without exploiting compound tag 
data. Thus, in this research, we include compound tags by decomposing the words forming 
compound tags. Given that compound tags were formed intentionally by users, the words put 
together may be related in particular ways, e.g. they may be subordinate-superordinate terms or 
have some other relationship. As examples, “web development” specifies a kind of development 
and “Semantic Web” indicates a specific meaning when the words are used together that may be 
possible to identify the relationship among words. Compound tags could be processed 
algorithmically with some degree of confidence. In this research, we consider tags as a source to 
provide classificatory information. As one of the major formats of tags, compound tags are 
analyzed to be re-formed after the words in the compound tag are extracted in the way that can 
represent possible categories of topics. 
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3.3 Finding Good Terms to Use as Classifiers 
3.3.1 Reflection on TF-IDF 
Social tagging systems generate relationships between resources, tags and users. The 3-tuples 
can provide the following kinds of information. (1) The number of times a tag is associated with 
a resource, i.e. the frequency of a tag. The highest frequency of a tag for a resource cannot 
exceed the number of users who bookmarked the resource. (2) The number of resources with a 
tag, i.e. the portion of documents in the collection that has a tag. (3) The number of users 
bookmarking a resource equals the number of tag sets for a resource. (4) The number of users 
using a tag is the portion of users who use a term as a tag from the whole user group. These can 
be used in various ways to find high quality tags to use as metadata for a resource. Our goal is to 
find tags that will be representative of content. We will need a metric to separate good and bad 
tags. In beginning the exploration, we thought about term weighting in information retrieval: 
Could a metric similar to TF-IDF be developed to find representative terms in the tag set?   
In information retrieval, a bag of weighted words from the document is often used to rank 
more relevant documents for a search query. TF-IDF (term frequency-inverted document 
frequency) weighting is a standard method to weight terms (Salton and Buckley, 1988). It 
provides a measure of the “importance” of a word in a document. Term frequency (TF) is a 
measure of the importance according to the number of times a word appears in a single 
document. 
𝑇𝐹 =   𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑇� ,𝐷�  ) 
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑇, 𝐷�)  
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It represents the ratio of a certain term (Ti) in a document (Dj) over the total number of 
terms in the document Dj (T). However, TF alone cannot ensure a word will be good for ranking, 
especially when high frequency terms are not concentrated in the contents of a particular topic 
and represent general concepts. Inverted document frequency (IDF) is used to find terms that 
indicate relevant resources.  
𝐼𝐷𝐹 =  log( 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐷)
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑇� ,𝐷) ) 
It represents the log of the count of documents containing a certain term (Ti) divided into 
the count of the total document set. IDF decreases in importance (weight) when the word occurs 
frequently in the collection and increases in weight when it appears rarely. Therefore, IDF gives 
more weight to the terms that are specific to a given document and gives less weight to the terms 
that are general. TF-IDF has been well-tested in the information retrieval domain.  
3.3.2 New Measures for Classificatory Metadata 
To deal with social tags that contain words that are personally created, don’t have generally 
accepted meanings, and do not appear in the content of the resource, new measurements are 
needed. We introduce two measures, based loosely on TF-IDF, Annotation Dominance (AD) and 
Cross Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD). We believe they provide measures to 
discriminate among tags, especially for classification purposes.   
3.3.2.1 Annotation Dominance (AD) 
Annotation dominance (AD) is suggested as a way to measure the importance of an annotation. 
Basically, AD is a way of measuring how often the tag is used related to a resource. Considering 
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that a tag can be associated with a resource by a user only a single time, AD provides the 
importance of a tag in a document. AD can be formalized as Equation (1) where Ai is a certain 
tag and Rj is a resource. 
�����( ��,   ��)
�����( �, ��)                                      --- Equation (1) 
Given the observation on 3-tuples relationships, Annotation Dominance should reflect the 
difference in importance of tags when distribution of tags on a resource is different. However, 
Equation (1) does not reflect the difference in importance by the distribution of tags. For 
example, Figure 7 shows different cases of tag distribution for a document. The first case has two 
tags (Tag A and B) with equal frequency and the second case has ten tags with one dominant tag 
(Tag A) and nine other very low frequent tags (Tag B to J). In the first case, both tags are equally 
important, whereas, in the second case, only tag A is important. Obviously, many other situations 
are possible making the development of a simple yet comprehensive heuristic difficult. 
 
 
Case 1. When there are only two tags, A and B, with equally high frequency 
 
 
Case 2. When there are 10 tags, A to J, with dominant high frequency for A and very low for others 
 
Figure 7. Cases of Tag Distribution 
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To make Annotation Dominance reflect this issue conceptually, we included tag set as a 
factor. The number of tag sets will reflect how many users have adopted a certain tag. This 
includes the three main factors of the tag information from the 3-tuple relationship. The 
Annotation Dominance is formulized by modifying Equation (1) as follows, where Ri represents 
a given resource, U is any user, and TAi is a tag set that contains tag Ai, and Ai is a given tag. 
 
                                   𝐴𝐷 =   �����( ��� ,��)
�����( �, ��)                                --- Equation (2) 
Thus, the Annotation Dominance (AD) is a measure of how much a tag is agreed by users 
to represent a given resource. In the extreme case, if every user who bookmarked the resource Rj 
assigned a given tag term Ai, the AD of Ai becomes 1. On the other hand, if nobody selected Ai 
as a tag for the recourse Rj, then the AD of Ai will be 0. Given that we are dealing with tags that 
appear in the tag set, the range of AD will be greater than 0 and less than or equal to 1. 
Below we introduce examples comparing Equation (1) and AD (Equation (2)) for 
different cases of tagging patterns to show that cases of various tag distribution is considered in 
finding representative tags. Table 2 introduces 5 extreme cases to compare. All five cases 
represent 5 resources that have 1000 tag sets, i.e. 1000 users. Case 1 is when all 1000 users only 
include tag A. Case 2 is when tag A as a tag set with one tag dominant with 500 other tag sets, 
e.g. {B}, {C}, {D}, etc. Case 3 is when 4 tags (each as a tag set such as {A}, {B}, {C}, and {D}) 
were assigned with equal frequency of 250. Case 4 is when four tag sets contain more than 1 tag 
with equal frequency of 250. Note that in case 4, only tag A is included in every tag set. Case 5 is 
when 4 tags (A, B, C, and D) were included in 1000 tag sets. 
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Table 2. Five Example Cases of Tag Distribution 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
1000 tag sets 
1000 users 
1000 tag sets 
1000 users 
1000 tag sets 
1000 users 
1000 tag sets 
1000 users 
1000 tag sets 
1000 users 
1000  × {A}  500  ×  {A} 
    1  ×  {B} 
    1  ×  {C} 
    :         : 
250  ×  {A} 
250  ×  {B} 
250  ×  {C} 
250   × {D} 
250   ×  {A, B} 
250   ×  {A, C} 
250   ×  {A, D} 
250    × {A, E} 
1000  ×  {A, B, C, D} 
 
Table 3. Comparison on Annotation Dominance (Equation (1) and AD) 
Case 
Equation (1) AD (Equation (2)) 
A B C D E A B C D E 
1 1.0 - - - - 1.0 - - - - 
2 .5 .001 .001 .001 .001 .5 .001 .001 .001 .001 
3 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 
4 .5 .12 .12 .12 .12 1.0 .25 .25 .25 .25 
5 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 3 represents the result of Equation (1) and AD (Equation (2)) applied to each case. 
It clearly shows that AD applies different weights on tags depending on their distribution among 
users (tag sets) whereas the result of Equation (1), focusing on the frequency of tags on a 
resource, does not reflect the significance of tags as effectively. Cases 1 to 3 result in the same 
weight values since only one tag was included in every tag set, which is not a case in real tag sets. 
In these cases, only frequency matters to identify the importance of a tag. Cases 4 and 5 highlight 
the differences in the two equations. These cases reflect real tag sets better. Tag A is the 
important tag in case 4 whereas all four tags (A, B, C, D) should be important tags in case 5. It 
seems both Equation (1) and AD reflects the expected result; however, when case 4 and case 5 
are compared, it is obvious that AD is a better method to measure the significance of a tag 
reflecting the agreement among users. Equation (1) reflected the distribution of tags within a 
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resource; however, it failed to weight tag A in case 4 and case 5 equally. In addition, in case 5, 
since all 5 tags appear 1000 times, i.e. all 5 tags are included by all 1000 users and that is the 
total number of tag sets in case 5, AD seems to provide a better measurement of reflecting the 
importance of each tag. 
3.3.2.2 Cross Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD) 
In addition to Annotation Dominance (AD), Cross Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD) 
is considered as a means to offset the weight of general tags since general terms are used widely 
as tags. Conceptually similar to IDF, it is designed to remove tags that are used broadly in the 
document corpus. If a tag is assigned for every document in the collection, we consider it to be a 
weak candidate as a tag for document classification. Related to IDF concept, Equation (3) is 
suggested as follows, where Ai is a tag and R is resources. log �����(�)
�����(�, ��)                                   ----  Equation (3)      
Equation (3) gives a lower score for a general tag and gives a higher score to a specific 
tag, that is, it gives a high score when a tag is less used in the collection. While these high scores 
help in ranking, they are not exactly what we want for classification, i.e. terms that identify only 
one resource are not classifiers. Tags with a high value based on Equation (3) contain 
idiosyncratic terms or personalized terms that are not useful in representing the topic category of 
resource content. Thus, we modified Equation (3) to remove idiosyncratic terms and to 
normalize Cross Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD) as a measurement of the portion 
of a set of resources about a topic or domain (represented by a given tag Ai) against the resource 
collection. The CRAD is designed to discriminate tags that are used too broadly or too narrowly 
in the document collection. If a tag is assigned for every resource in the collection, the CRAD 
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value will be 0. We consider it to be a weak candidate as a tag to identify the domain 
classification of the document. Similarly, if a tag is assigned for a small subset of resources, that 
is, a CRAD value close to 1, we also consider it to be a weak candidate to discriminate the subset 
as a category. Cross Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD) is defined as follows, where 
Ai is a given tag, R is resources, and U is users. 
𝐶𝑅𝐴𝐷 = �(𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑈,𝐴�) = 1 → 0)�(𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑈,𝐴�) > 1 → ���� �����(�)�������,��� ����( �����(�) ) )�     --- Equation (4) 
 
In Equation (4), CRAD penalizes idiosyncratic tag by giving weight 0 to the tag that 
appears once in only one resource in the collection by only one user. In doing so, CRAD removes 
the long tail of the tag distribution. For instance, from Figure 7, CRAD gets rid of tags that occur 
only once, i.e. in case 2, the annotations that get a 0 score by the CRAD measure are tags from B 
to J. It is divided by log(Count(R)) to normalize the numerator values. The denominator 
represents the maximum value of CRAD values. It will normalize CRAD by the collection size, 
and make the range of the CRAD to be greater than or equal to 0 and less than 1 regardless of the 
change of the collection size. However, the CRAD is affected by the total size of the collection. 
Table 4 and Figure 8 show how CRAD values change for given collection sizes and document 
set sizes. Table 5 and Figure 9 show how the document set coverage ratio changes for different 
collection sizes and the CRAD values. 
 
Table 4. CRAD Values of the Difference Collection Size (rows) and Document Coverage (columns) 
 0% 10% 30% 50% 80% 100% 
1,000,000 1 0.166667 0.087146 0.050172 0.016152 0 
100,000 1 0.2 0.104576 0.060206 0.019382 0 
10,000 1 0.25 0.13072 0.075257 0.024228 0 
1,000 1 0.333333 0.174293 0.100343 0.032303 0 
100 1 0.5 0.261439 0.150515 0.048455 0 
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Figure 8. CRAD Values of the Difference Collection Size and Document Coverage 
 
Table 5. Document Coverage (%) Changes for the CRAD (rows) and the Collection Size (columns) 
 1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 
0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.1 0.5006 0.3980 0.3162 0.2512 
0.2 0.1436 0.0758 0.0398 0.0209 
0.3 0.0315 0.0103 0.0033 0.0011 
0.4 0.0071 0.0015 0.0003 0.0001 
0.5 0.0018 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 
0.6 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
0.7 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
 
 
Figure 9. Document Coverage (%) Changes for the CRAD and the Collection Size 
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3.3.3 Exploratory Analysis on AD and CRAD 
Using a sample of 1,800,651 bookmarks with 205,486 unique tags by 488,939 unique users for 
7,411 resources, preliminary observations and tests were made on AD and CRAD. 
3.3.3.1 Stability of Tag Pattern 
 
 
 
We expect that tags will become stable in their occurrence in the collection as the collection size 
grows beyond a threshold point. It has been observed that when a collection is developed without 
intended control, its subsets or categories manage to keep a certain portion in a collection. For 
example, when the library collections are developed, except when policy and controls are 
explicitly involved, the proportion of certain domains or topics stays the same regardless of the 
growth of collection size. Examples of the proportion of subjects in the collection by year for 
Brown University Libraries (Figure 10) and Wellesley College Library (Figure 11) shows that 
the proportions of subject areas stay the same in the collection unless other factors occur, e.g. in 
the case of a library, factors such as intentional increases/decreases in collection development 
due to users’ needs and unexpected increase due to donations may occur. 
 
OBSERVATION 1 
Social tags as an uncontrolled method to develop subsets of topics will stabilize their portion 
in a collection after the collection reaches a sufficient size. 
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Figure 10. Proportion of Subjects by Year (Brown University Libraries) 
 
 
Figure 11. Proportion of Subjects by Year (Wellesley College Library) 
 
A similar observation related to social tags was made by Golder and Huberman (2006). 
They explained stable patterns in tag proportions related to the dynamics of a stochastic urn 
model originally proposed by Eggenberger and Polya. The urn model explains the probabilistic 
occurrence of balls in an urn with two colors, for example red and blue. This model demonstrates 
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that when a ball is randomly drawn from the urn and replaced, after a number of draws, a pattern 
emerges such that the probability of red or blue ball being drawn becomes stable over time. 
Based on this model, Golder and Huberman (2006) showed stability of tags emerges for a certain 
resource after a certain number of bookmarks are added, i.e. after fewer than 100 bookmarks 
(Figure 12).  
 
 
Figure 12. The stabilization of tags’ relative proportions for two popular URLs (#1310 (a) and #1209 (b)). The 
vertical axis denotes fractions and the horizontal axis time in units of bookmarks added (Golder and 
Huberman, 2006). 
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Given the characteristics of stability of domains or topics in an uncontrolled collection, 
we tested the tags’ stability patterns over the collection. We observed how the proportion of tags 
in a collection stabilize as the collection size grows from 1 to 7388 (Figure 13). Figure 13 
represents that the proportion of the tags’ occurrences for 30 randomly selected tags. It shows 
that tag occurrence stabilizes as the size of collection grows. In addition, it shows three clearly 
divided groups of tags – popular tags, unpopular tags (idiosyncratic tags), and often-used tags. 
Popular tags that occur approximately from 15% to 25% in the graph fall into the broad 
folksonomy; unpopular tags that occur near 0% and often-used tags that occur less than 10% in 
the graph can be defined as the narrow folksonomy. For classificatory metadata, we are sure that 
unpopular tags are not our concern. We will only filter out popular and often-used tags as 
candidates of classificatory metadata terms. Further analysis is needed to define the threshold 
CRAD value since it is affected by the size of collection. Finding the point at which tag 
proportion stabilizes will also be important. Appendix A describes further discussion on finding 
broad, often-used, and narrow folksonomy from the collection along with a detailed explanation 
on Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. The stabilization of Tags’ Proportion over Collection 
3.3.3.2 AD and CRAD Relationship 
 
 
 
Since the Annotation Dominance (AD) is a measure of the dominance of a tag in tag sets for a 
resource and the Cross Resource Annotation Discrimination (CRAD) is a measure of the extent 
to which a tag defines a reasonable subset in the collection, it seemed that there should be a 
relationship between AD and CRAD of a tag. For example, given a tag Ti over a resource set Rj, 
one might suspect that ADTiRj (the AD of term Ti over resource collection Rj) would be high for 
some sets and low for others. More to the point, in an ideal world Ti would be used in all or most 
OBSERVATION 2 
There is a relationship between the Annotation Dominance (AD) and the Cross Resources 
Annotation Discrimination (CRAD) that represents patterns for the importance of a tag. 
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of the bookmark sets for some set of resources Rj and in none or almost none of the annotation 
sets for the remaining resources. Graphically, this situation might look like Figure 14.  
 
 
Figure 14. Expected Distribution of AD of Ti over a resource collection Rj 
 
The test with sample data set resulted that the distribution of ADTiRj (the AD of term Ti 
over resource collection Rj) did not follow the expected pattern. We expected to see changes in 
the pattern of tags according to their popularity, however, it turned out that the shape of the AD 
over the collection graph showed a power curve regardless of the popularity of tags (Figure 15). 
If the tag term is popular over the collection, the curve becomes extreme and the tail becomes 
short. When the tag term is very popular over the collection, the peak is low and tail is long. 
Figure 15 provides examples of two tags – “best” and “design”. The tag “design” is one of the 
most popular tags in the sample data set. It appears in 23.4% of the resources (1732 resources out 
of 7411 resources). The tag “best” is one of non-popular tags in the sample data set, appearing in 
only 5.5% of the resources (406 resources out of 7411 resources). Contrary to our expectation, 
there was no bump at the high AD when the tag was popular, meaning that the tag rarely appears 
in all or most of the tag sets for a resource. One explanation might be that users select different 
terms to represent similar concepts – not having a controlled vocabulary.  
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Figure 15. Distribution of AD of Tag “best” (top) and “design” (bottom) over sample collection 
3.3.3.3 Optimal CRAD Values 
 
 
 
 
The Observation 1 has shown the necessity of identifying an intermediate range of good Cross 
Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD) values.  
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OBSERVATION 3 
Some of the Cross Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD) for a tag ranges from 0 – 
the tag is used non-discriminately – to 1 – the tag is used very infrequently. Tags with either 
value are less than optimal. There is some optimal range of CRAD values that highlights tags 
used over a subset of the collection of optimal size for classification. Tags with this value 
combined with AD will identify tags that will serve as classificatory metadata tags. 
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Below, we show two examples of term selection from a set of tags found in a set of 
bookmarks for a given resource, script.aculo.us and cnn.com. In all cases, the CRAD values 
obtained are against a total collection of 7,411 resources for which 1,800,651 bookmarks exist 
using 205,486 distinct tags. The examples each provide three sets of tags. The set of the first 
column lists the 20 most dominant terms used to tag the resource. That is, the first column shows 
the tags that would be selected if only Annotation Dominance were used. The center and the 
right columns show the product of AD and CRAD (Equation 5) with or without the values of 
CRAD ranged. Keep in mind that the CRAD value will produce a value close to 0 when the tag is 
heavily used and value close to 1 when it is used for only one resource. The column to the right 
shows the top twenty terms when a weighted or ranged CRAD value is applied. To favor CRAD 
values that collect approximately 1.5-17% of the collection (CRAD values of .2 - .5), we limited 
the range of CRAD values to less than .5.  
                    𝐴𝐷 ∗ 𝐶𝑅𝐴𝐷 = ������( ��� ,��)
�����(�,��) � ∗ (���( �����(�)�����(�,��))���(�����(�)) )        --- Equation (5) 
The yellow highlights indicate newly appearing tags and the green highlights indicate 
disappearing tags. In the example of script.aculo.us, the list of the 20 most dominant tags stays 
almost the same (Table 6). This example shows more agreement in terms of tag selection for this 
particular resource. When the tags are in the range of being a good candidate term for 
classificatory metadata, i.e. not too specific and not too general, defining the range of CRAD 
would not affect the result as much.  
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Table 6. Ranks of top 20 AD, AD*CRAD, and AD*ranged CRAD for script.aculo.us 
AD  
(rank) 
AD*CRAD  
(AD rank, rank) 
AD*ranged CRAD  
(AD rank, rank) 
javascript (1) javascript (1, 1) javascript (1, 1) 
ajax (2) ajax (2, 2) ajax (2, 2) 
web2.0 (3) framework (7, 3) web2.0 (3, 3) 
programming (4) programming (4, 4) programming (4, 4) 
webdesign (5) web2.0 (3, 5) framework (7, 5) 
web (6) webdesign (5, 6) webdesign (5, 6) 
framework (7) css (8, 7) web (6, 7) 
css (8) web (6, 8) css (8, 8) 
design (9) scriptaculous (15, 9) library (12, 9) 
development (10) library (12, 10) development (10, 10) 
webdev (11) webdev (11, 11) webdev (11, 11) 
library (12) development (10, 12) design (9, 12) 
tools (13) scripts (14, 13) scriptaculous (15, 13) 
scripts (14) rails (16, 14) tools (13, 14) 
scriptaculous (15) design (9, 15) scripts (14, 15) 
rails (16) prototype (23, 16) rails (16, 16) 
code (17) AJAX (22, 17) prototype (23, 17) 
reference (18) tools (13, 18) code (17, 18) 
opensource (19) Javascript (24, 19) AJAX (22, 19) 
software (20) code (17, 20) opensource (19, 20) 
 reference (18, 31) reference (18, 25) 
opensource (19, 26) software (20, 19) 
software (20, 35)  
 
On the other hand, in the example of cnn.com, it shows a big shift in the tag list when 
CRAD was defined with a range (Table 7). Tags with high dominance in the resource and low 
dominance in the collection were ranked low, since high CRAD tags were not being considered 
to be important for classificatory metadata. Therefore tags such as cnn (specific names), NEWS 
(un-usual form), CurrentEvents (not topic-specific and compounded tag) were pushed to the 
bottom of the rank (Note that no pre-processing on tags was done for this test). When looking 
closer at the top 20 ranked tags by range-defined CRAD, tags that represent what cnn.com is 
remain, such as news (content type of web page); video, television, TV (type of media); politics, 
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world, entertainment, international, usa (topics in cnn.com); english (language provided); daily, 
information (characteristics of contents), etc. 
 
Table 7. Ranks of top 20 AD, AD*CRAD, and AD*ranged CRAD for CNN.com 
AD  
(rank) 
AD*CRAD  
(AD rank, rank) 
AD*ranged CRAD  
(AD rank, rank) 
news (1) news (1, 1) news (1, 1) 
News (2) cnn (3, 2) News (2, 2) 
cnn (3) News (2, 3) world (5, 3) 
media (4) CNN (9, 4) media (4, 4) 
world (5) world (5, 5) politics (6, 5) 
politics (6) media (4, 6) daily (7, 6) 
daily (7) politics (6, 7) tv (8, 7) 
tv (8) daily (7, 8) BookmarksBar (11, 8) 
CNN (9) tv (8, 9) imported (10, 9) 
imported (10) CurrentEvents (15, 10) usa (12, 10) 
BookmarksBar (11) weather (13, 11) television (22, 11) 
usa (12) BookmarksBar (11, 12) video (14, 12) 
weather (13) currentevents (19, 13) international (28, 13) 
video (14) imported (10, 14) entertainment (18, 14) 
CurrentEvents (15) usa (12, 15) TV (30, 15) 
reference (16) current (17, 16) events (31, 16) 
current (17) news, (20, 17) Media (24, 17) 
entertainment (18) NEWS (26, 18) us (32, 18) 
currentevents (19) sports (25, 19) information (21, 19) 
news, (20) television (22, 20) english (29, 20) 
 video (14, 21) reference (16, 25) 
reference (16, 44) current (17, 287) 
entertainment (18, 23) CNN (9, 392) 
  news, (20, 424) 
  currentevents (19, 821) 
  CurrentEvents (15, 873) 
  cnn (3, 911) 
  weather (13, 994) 
 
Looking at the results, it would maximize the effectiveness of AD*CRAD if the analysis 
on compound tags and multiple form tags are combined in calculating AD*CRAD. For example, 
cnn.com examples contains multiple terms such as “news”, “News”, and “NEWS”. It also 
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contains terms such as “news,” with a trailing comma, which might need to be included as 
“news”. The combination of these forms will increase the importance of “news” as well as add 
more terms in the top ranks, including “television”, “video”, “international”, and “entertainment” 
in the case of the cnn.com example. 
3.3.4 Exploratory Analysis on Compound Tags 
The examples of rank change comparison show that after removing idiosyncratic tags and 
ranging CRAD values, there are still some interesting tag terms, i.e. compound terms. There are 
efforts to relate or overlap social tags with controlled vocabularies. It was found that there is 
little overlap among tags, automated indexing, and controlled vocabularies (Lin et al., 2006). On 
the other hand, Syn and Spring (2009) have shown the relatively good potential of social tags 
compared with controlled vocabularies, especially when used together. Further analysis was 
made by Yi and Chan (2009) to link folksonomy to Library of Congress Subject Headings 
(LCSH). Yi and Chan (2009) suggested further analysis on compound terms would provide a 
better structure of social tags and provide a better link to LCSH. To find the possibility of using 
compound tags for further analysis such as finding relationships and relating to controlled 
vocabularies, we first explored the ways of decomposing compound tags using the same sample 
of 1,800,651 bookmarks with 205,486 unique tags by 488,939 unique users for 7,411 resources. 
3.3.4.1 Decomposition of Compound Tags 
Compound tags take different forms: (1) well-delimited forms use special characters as 
separators, e.g. “compound_tags”, “compound.tags”, “compound-tags”, (2) camel case forms use 
upper case for the first character of compound words, e.g. “CompoundTags”, (3) undifferentiated 
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compound tags are simply combined multiple words, e.g. “compoundtags”. Tonkin (2006) tried 
to decompose English compound tags focusing on finding the longest prefix of compound word 
in the dictionary. We took similar steps using an English dictionary and the Wikipedia Thesaurus 
(http://dev.wikipedia-lab.org/WikipediaThesaurusV2/) to decompose compound tags and build a 
dictionary of emerging words (Figure 16). There are three major reasons for decomposing 
compound tags.  First, when separators are used to form a compound tag, it is more likely that 
the words formed in between separators are single words. Therefore, if we decompose compound 
tags with separators, it is easier to define and disambiguate emergent words, abbreviations, and 
online terms that are often used as tags but not included in general English dictionaries. Second, 
by decomposing compound tags, the method for weighting important tags can be weighted 
higher since quality tags can be included in a tag set as a single word form and also a 
compounded word form. Third, given that compound tags are related words after decomposing 
them, it would be easier to define a relationship, if any, between the terms.  
To include emergent words and often-accepted terms, we built a new dictionary using 
compound tags with separators on an assumption that when separators are used, users do not 
combine multiple words (undifferentiated compound tags) in between separators. The dictionary, 
named the Emerging Words Dictionary, consists of emergent words such as “blog” and “google” 
which were not in a regular English dictionary. We extracted all compound tags with separators 
from our sample dataset from Delicious with 205,486 unique tags. The separators we defined are 
“/”, “:”, “_”, “+”, “-“, “&”, “.”, “,”, “!”, ““”, “””, “*”, “?”, “#”, “@”, “$”, “(”, “)”, “[”, “]”, “<”, 
“>”, “‘” , “|” which expands what Guy and Tonkin (2006) defined as popular separators (Figure 
5). After the extraction process, the Wikipedia Thesaurus was used to find likely-to-be-a-word 
terms and unlikely-to-be-word terms. The Wikipedia Thesaurus was selected as the thesaurus to 
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find emerging words since Wikipedia tends to include emerging words very early on. From the 
words identified by using the Wikipedia Thesaurus, we made a heuristic decision to exclude the 
words that are not useful or considered as generally accepted words using the process shown in 
Figure 16. After the heuristic steps, the Emerging Words Dictionary was created with 2,145 
words.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Heuristics Criteria for the Emerging Words Dictionary 
 
In addition to the general English dictionary, the Emerging Words Dictionary is used to 
determine words from compound tags when decomposing them. Figure 17 provides the 
algorithm for decomposing compound tags. 
Criteria for words added to the Emerging Words Dictionary 
1. Emergent words  
a. New words (e.g. semanticweb, blog, folksonomy, avatar) 
b. Names of Web sites, services, company, or applications (e.g. 
Flickr, Youtube, Google) 
2. Commonly accepted short-hand and abbreviations 
a. Commonly accepted short-hand (e.g. ir (information 
retrieval, dev (development), info (information)) 
b. Abbreviations (e.g. XML, IDE) 
3. File extensions and file types  
a. Media types (e.g. txt, pdf, mp3) 
b. Contents (e.g. js, py) 
4. Versioning (e.g. web2.0, php5) 
 
Criteria for words not added to the Emerging Words Dictionary 
1. Foreign words (e.g. foto, programacion) 
2. Personal tags and words with no common meaning (e.g. 
stitch1976, ls534) 
3. Misspelled terms 
4. Parts of term (e.g. ish, ons (probably from “add-ons”), nt 
(probably from “Windows NT”) 
5. Proper nouns such as name of person (e.g. Crockford, Kottke) 
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Figure 17. Algorithm for Decomposing Compound Tags 
3.3.4.2 Application of Decomposed Compound Tags 
The tag set may include simple terms, proper terms, compound terms, and complex terms. A 
simple term is a single word/concept, e.g. web, java, programming. A proper term is one or more 
simple terms that are placed together because they refer to a named entity, e.g. “google”, 
“extensible markup language”, “web2.0”, “semantic web”. A compound term is two or more 
simple terms with no implied relationship, e.g. “airlines-fareandinfo”, 
“architectsandprogrammers”. A complex term is a compound term with a relationship implied 
between the two terms, e.g. “javaprogramming”, “webdesign”. 
This implies several issues and strategies that might be used in developing classificatory 
metadata: 
1. By breaking apart all compound and complex terms, we may change the AD and 
CRAD measures for simple terms. 
2. By recognizing proper simple terms, we may confirm that simple terms 
sometimes reflect proper terms which may be appropriate for leaf node 
classificatory metadata. 
SeparateTag(Tag)  
      try find Tag in dictionaries 
      if yes record as single word form. 
      if no find special charactors. 
             if yes split by special charactors 
       record splitted words 
             find camel cases 
           if yes split by camel cases 
  record splitted words 
 find first possible word from Tag 
       try check the last part of Tag in the dictionaries 
       if found in dictionaries 
  record first and last part 
       if not found  
try SeparateTag(the last part of Tag) 
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3. Complex terms may reflect simple term order in tag sets pointing to the same 
resource. 
One question is how modified AD and CRAD based on various algorithms for use of 
compound terms would impact terms that might be used for classification. For example, if a set 
of tag sets with four terms, a, b, c, and compound term bc where the use of compound term 
weighting changes the scoring significantly, we would like to determine whether the changed 
scoring reflects the expert user opinion of the appropriateness of the classificatory metadata. For 
example, if we can find a set of resources where we have two terms, a and b, such that a has a 
score that is “significantly higher” than b, but the application of the compound terms causes the 
term b to become “significantly higher” than a, we would plan to apply compound terms by 
asking experts which application format better describes the resource. 
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4.0  Research Design 
The goal of this research is to find tags that have shown potential for use as classificatory 
metadata to group resources by topics or domains from their tag sets. It is expected that 
Classification Potential with the proposed metrics, Annotation Dominance (AD) and Cross 
Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD), will generate a tag set optimized for 
classification of web resources. Based on the preliminary studies that have been done, the 
research will be carried forth in two phases.  In phase one, we will determine (1) the appropriate 
range of CRAD for identifying classificatory metadata, and (2) the appropriate format of 
application of decomposed compound tags.  Based on these findings the second phase will assess 
the quality of the generated classificatory metadata. 
The major questions we want to address in this research are: 
• By applying AD*CRAD measurements, can tag noise be reduced? 
• By decomposing compound tags, can ambiguous tags be identified and 
disambiguated? 
• By applying ranged AD*CRAD to tag sets, can a subset of tags be identified as 
classificatory metadata terms? 
Using data collected from Delicious, we will first determine the range of CRAD and the 
format for applying decomposed compound tags from the subjects’ judgment on the relevance of 
tag terms as classificatory metadata. Then for the second phase, we will use the identified range 
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of CRAD and reformatted compound tags to assess our ability to generate metadata. We 
compare expert generated metadata information from Open Directory Project and INFOMINE to 
generated classification metadata based on tag terms from Delicious. 
4.1 Delicious Data 
We collected tag data from the social bookmarking system, Delicious. The current numbers of 
users, resources, tag, and bookmarks on Delicious is unknown. The last published figures by 
Arrington (2007) indicate that Delicious had “[…] 3 million registered users and 100 million 
unique URLs bookmarked” as of September 2007. We do know that Delicious experienced 
exponential growth in its user base from 2005 to 2007. In September 2006, Delicious announced 
on its blog that it had achieved 1 million members, about triple the number of users it had at the 
end of 2005 (Schacter, 2006). Hammond et al. (2005) reviewed del.icio.us, reporting that it had 
50,000 users, 1 million links (resources), and 2 million tags as of April 2005. Thus, in 3 years, 
the number of registered users has increased by roughly 60 times, while the number of resources 
has increased 100-fold. The average number of bookmarks per user has also risen from twenty in 
April 2005 to 33.3 by September 2007. 
Our data was crawled from November 2009 to February 2010. Given storage limitations 
we made no effort to collect a complete picture of delicious. The goals of the crawling were 1) to 
collect as many bookmarks as possible and 2) to build a sample Delicious dataset that was 
representative of Delicious as a whole. We made no attempt to filter the data by tags – all 
bookmarks were accepted regardless of topic, popularity, tag distribution, or language. The 
crawling began with a selection of several individuals at random. For each of those individuals, 
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all of the bookmarked resources were collected. Then for each of those resources, all of the 
individuals who bookmarked them were collected. Given restrictions on Delicious, there is no 
guarantee that every user who bookmarked a web page is included. Also, given where the 
crawling of users and resource was terminated, we ended up with a snapshot of the users and 
bookmarks associated with 7,097 resources. The dataset for the experiment contains 3,077,038 
bookmarks on 7,097 distinct resources by 506,341 different users using 166,379 distinct tags.  
4.2 Pre-processing of the Tag Data 
Although users may select the same word as a tag, since tags are created and added without any 
restrictions, users might enter the word in different forms, e.g. “news”, “News”, “NEWS”, etc. 
Since the suggested measurements take the dominance into consideration, unifying the format of 
tags will affect the results of measurements. The necessary cases for pre-processing are as listed: 
• Capitalized words: Words can be entered in lower-case, upper-case, or both. We 
consider all these cases to indicate the same word. For example, “news”, “News”, 
and “NEWS” are all considered and counted as “news”. 
• Special Characters: Sometimes users enter a special character mainly because 
they did not realize how the tagging system detects words as tags, i.e. single 
words separated by a space. For example, if “Semantic Web” is input into the 
system, the system will recognize this input as two tags, “Semantic and Web”, 
each with one double quotation mark attached. For such cases, special characters 
used most often are single quotations, double quotations, parentheses, and 
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commas. In these cases, we will ignore these special characters and consider the 
two words, Semantic and Web, as two unique tags. 
• Compound Tags: Compound tags take various forms, e.g. “CompoundTags”, 
“Compound-Tags”, “Compound_Tags”, etc. All of the forms appearing in the 
collection will ultimately be converted to one standard format based on the result 
of the phase 1 experiment. There are two alternate forms being considered: the 
standardized compound form and the decomposed form. In the standardized 
compound form, “CompoundTags”, “Compound-Tags”, “Compound_Tags” will 
all be converted to “compound tags”.  In the decomposed form, they would be 
converted to “compound” and “tags”.  
It should be noted that once capitalized tags, tags with special characters (not for 
compounding), and compound tags are processed, the number of distinct tags is expected to 
decrease. As a result of pre-processing, the number of unique tags in the dataset decreased by 
39.93% for the standardized compound form (from 166,379 unique tags to 99,939 unique tags) 
and 85.29% for the decomposed form (from 166,379 unique tags to 24,478 unique tags). After 
the tag data is pre-processed, the calculation of the AD and CRAD values for tags is also 
expected to be more accurate. 
4.3 Phase 1: Finding the Range of CRAD Measurement and the Format of Compound 
Tags 
In the first phase of the experiment, we evaluated three values for the range of CRAD and two 
formats of re-combining decomposed compound tags. The different tag sets created using 
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various ranges of CRAD and formats of compound tags are selected to find the best range of 
CRAD values to apply and the best format of compound tags to identify classificatory metadata. 
4.3.1 Experimental Data 
From the Delicious dataset, twenty web pages are selected (Table 8). Three different CRAD 
values and two different compound tags formats are used to select tags from the selected 20 web 
pages. As a result, there will be six different conditions (Table 9).  
The three ranges of CRAD values reflect the coverage of documents in the collection. 
Given that the main division of existing popular classification schemes ranges from 10 classes 
(Dewey Decimal Classification) to 20 classes (Library of Congress Classification) and that 
classification schemes based on web pages such Open Directory Project or Yahoo! Directory 
define main divisions to be around 15 classes, we decided the reasonable coverage of documents 
are at the threshold of 1.5–20% range. The three conditions of CRAD ranges include 1.5-7% 
coverage (CRAD values of 0.2999-0.4736), 7-14% coverage (CRAD values of 0.2217-0.2999), 
and 14-20% coverage (CRAD values of 0.1815-0.2217). 
The two formats of compound tags include the decomposed form (separating compound 
tags as multiple single words) and the standardized compound form (re-combine compound tags 
in a unified format). For the standardized compound form, we will re-combine compound terms 
with space in between the terms since the category labels provided by human experts often 
include spaces to have multiple terms together. Since this form applies to category labels in Open 
Directory Project and subject topics in INFOMINE that we will apply in phase 2 of the 
experiment, we will form the application of standardized compound terms using spaces. For 
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example, all cases of “compoundterm”, “compound_term”, and “CompoundTerm” will appear as 
“compound term”.  
Note that although only 20 web pages are selected from the data set for this experiment, 
CRAD will be calculated on the whole data set (7,097 resources). 
Table 8. List of Selected Web Pages for Phase 1 
  Title URL 
1 Kayak http://www.kayak.com/ 
2 Blurb http://www.blurb.com/ 
3 WordReference http://www.wordreference.com/ 
4 Indeed http://www.indeed.com/ 
5 English-to-go http://www.english-to-go.com/ 
6 10 papers you need to read 
http://www.scienceforseo.com/information-
retrieval/10-papers-you-need-to-read/ 
7 
Beer Recipes and Resources for 
Homebrewers http://beerrecipes.org/ 
8 American Hiking Society http://americanhiking.org/ 
9 Prepare for Attack 
http://www.thesamet.com/blog/2007/01/16/prepare-
for-attack%E2%80%94making-your-web-
applications-more-secure/ 
10 Survey System - Design Tips http://www.surveysystem.com/sdesign.htm 
11 Hulu http://www.hulu.com/ 
12 
50 iPhone Apps for Web Designers 
& Developers 
http://mac.appstorm.net/roundups/iphone-
roundups/50-iphone-apps-for-web-designers-
developers/ 
13 The Cool Hunter http://www.thecoolhunter.net/ 
14 WebMD http://www.webmd.com/ 
15 ilovetypography http://ilovetypography.com/ 
16 Layout Gala http://blog.html.it/layoutgala/ 
17 
70 Expert Ideas For Better CSS 
Coding 
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2007/05/10/70-
expert-ideas-for-better-css-coding/ 
18 Taxonomy - Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxonomy 
19 MusicBrainz http://musicbrainz.org/ 
20 SQUASHED PHILOSOPHERS http://www.btinternet.com/~glynhughes/squashed/ 
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4.3.2 Participants 
Twenty participants were recruited from the University of Pittsburgh School of Information 
Sciences and Pittsburgh libraries3 for phase 1. The decision on the sample size was made by 
power analysis (Cohen, 1988) for the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The power of a statistical 
test is used to find the minimum sample size to accept the statistical test result with certain level 
of confidence. The power analysis indicated that the minimum sample size to detect a large 
effect size (f = .5) with a significant level of p = .05 for a confidence of .95 – power of .95 
indicates that there is 95% or greater chance of finding a statistical significant difference - is 16 
in total, suggesting each group of between groups needs 8 participants. Therefore, based on the 
result of the power analysis, ten participants are recruited for each group, for a total of twenty 
participants.  
The qualification of participants is strictly focused on their expertise in understanding the 
concepts of information organization and classification since the participants were expected to 
analyze the classificatory metadata terms as topic descriptors from the perspective of an expert 
cataloguer or information organization professional. Therefore, the main target groups of 
participants were professional librarians, Library Science degree holders (masters or doctorate), 
and current graduate students in the Library Science program who have taken major Information 
Organization courses. The listed courses for the recruitment4 were the courses offered in the 
School of Information Sciences at University of Pittsburgh; however, corresponding courses 
                                                 
3 The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at University of Pittsburgh (PRO10040357). 
4 The courses appeared in the recruitment statement were Organizing and Retrieving Information (LIS2005), Introduction to 
Cataloging and Classification (LIS2405), Metadata (LIS2407), and Indexing and Abstracting (LIS2452), all offered from 
University of Pittsburgh.  
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from other institutions were accepted. With this condition being met, each participant was 
considered to be an expert and, thus, their judgment on the terms to be professional. 
4.3.3 Experimental Design 
From the dataset, 20 web pages are selected randomly for the experiment (Table 8). Twenty 
classification experts are recruited for the experiment. Prior to the experiment, they were given a 
training session and asked to take a pre-survey (Appendix B). The terms that have the CRAD 
values of the three ranges are calculated with their AD values as Equation 5 (AD* CRAD). Each 
subject was provided with 20 web pages and tags selected by the three ranges of CRAD and one 
format of compound tags. For example, if subject A is assigned to the decomposed form 
condition, subject A is assigned to all three CRAD conditions with the decomposed form 
condition. If subject B is assigned to the standardized compound form condition, subject B is 
assigned to all three CRAD conditions with the standardized compound form condition. Subjects 
only see one type of application format for compound tags so as not to confuse the subjects since 
the compound tags conditions provide different presentations of compound tags (Table 9). The 
conditions are as below. 
 
Table 9. Experiment Design for conditions of CRAD and Compound Tags 
Coverage CRAD Range Decomposed Terms  Standardized Compound Terms 
1.5% - 7% 0.2999-0.4736 
10 subjects 10 subjects 7% - 14% 0.2217-0.2999 
14% - 20% 0.1815-0.2217 
 
Tag terms from the proposed classificatory metadata candidate terms are provided for the 
20 URLs in random order. Subjects were asked to rate the relevancy of terms on a five-point 
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scale where “1” indicates a very poor term to identify the subject domain, “2” indicates a poor 
term to identify the subject domain, “3” is an acceptable term to identify the subject domain, “4” 
indicates a good term to identify the subject domain, and “5” is an excellent term to identify the 
subject domain. As the subjects in this experiment are experts, their relevancy ratings are 
considered to be perfect. The interface a subject viewed for the experiment is shown in Figure 
18. 
 
Figure 18. The Experiment Interface 
 
The relevance ratings of terms from the proposed classificatory metadata will be 
compared using a two-way Mixed Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test. The hypothesis is as 
follows. 
H1-0: There is no statistical difference among the means of the ratings of the 
proposed classificatory metadata terms for three conditions of CRAD (CR1, CR2, CR3). 
(µCR1 = µCR2 = µCR3) 
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H1-1: There are statistical differences among the means of the ratings of the 
proposed classificatory metadata terms with three conditions of CRAD (CR1, CR2, CR3). 
(µCR1 ≠ µCR2 ≠ µCR3) 
H2-0: There is no statistical difference between the means of the ratings of the 
proposed classificatory metadata terms for two different application formats for compound 
tags (decomposed, standardized). (µdecomposed = µstandardized) 
H2-1: There is statistical difference between the means of the ratings of the proposed 
classificatory metadata terms for two different application formats for compound tags 
(decomposed, standardized). (µdecomposed ≠ µstandardized) 
The null hypothesis will be rejected if the results indicate a significant difference at the 
0.05 level. When the null hypothesis is rejected, all pair-wise differences will be examined to 
find the applicable CRAD value range and format of compound tags. 
4.4 Phase 2: Evaluation of the Generated Classificatory Metadata 
There are limited methods for evaluating a controlled vocabulary. In most cases, it is done using 
expert analysis and user feedback. Owens (2006) stated that a thesaurus as a type of controlled 
vocabulary is evaluated when it is “being analyzed by an expert, criticized by users, checked 
against other indexing and access vocabularies, or its features compared with national or 
international standards.” Accordingly, Owens (2006) introduced methods of thesaurus evaluation 
categorized as expert evaluation, focus group, retrieval tests, observational report, and 
comparative methods. An expert evaluation is done by expert users criticizing the scope and 
selection of a word or category to aid the improvement of the controlled vocabulary. Evaluation 
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on Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) was often done by expert evaluation. For a 
focus group method, a focus group of potential users is asked to reveal their perspectives on the 
subject grouping. During Open Public Access Catalog (OPAC) studies in the 1980s, the focus 
group was used for several evaluations including the Library of Congress. A retrieval test can be 
done by testing a collection of documents indexed using the controlled vocabulary. Searchers 
phrase their queries and then experts examine every item in the collection to determine 
relevance. An observational report uses transaction logs or controlled tests of use. Comparative 
evaluation method, such as mapping and vocabulary switching, is to compare with existing 
authorized controlled vocabulary to determine the best audience for the controlled vocabulary 
and to generate specific suggestions for improvement.  
In this study, the classificatory metadata we generate is evaluated with expert evaluation - 
having experts compare it with professionally generated controlled vocabularies. As is discussed 
below, we examined the generated metadata against two different sources.  
4.4.1 Professionally Generated Data 
The data generated from Delicious, if it is classificatory metadata, may provide faceted and/or 
hierarchical metadata. To understand and evaluate the generated classificatory metadata from 
Delicious, we compare it with two different sets of professionally generated classificatory 
metadata, one from the Open Directory Project and the other from INFOMINE. The Open 
Directory Project (ODP, http://www.dmoz.org/) is a web directory created by humans. The 
ODP’s catalogue is created by humans based on their collection of web resources and ODP 
claims their catalogue to be a definitive catalogue of the web. The Category labels were 
considered as subject keywords of controlled vocabulary. The ODP data source is both a 
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controlled vocabulary for classification and a classification scheme. A classification scheme 
contains particular structure, most of the time a hierarchy, to represent the broader and narrower 
concepts. In contrast, INFOMINE (http://infomine.ucr.edu/) provides subject keywords and 
Library of Congress Subject Headings on web resources, which are less of a hierarchical 
classification and more like a faceted classification.  
The generated classificatory metadata may be more a group of descriptors, similar to 
subject headings or subject keywords that do not need to be pre-coordinated and are intended to 
describe the topics of a document with one or more authorized terms (Olson and Boll, 2001, pp. 
111-152). Although we consider the terms (category labels) from classification schemes as 
descriptors, there still is a concern about whether participants will understand the category labels 
properly when the relationship is removed. Different from subject headings, category labels are 
meant to make sense when the path from the top category to current topic is presented together. 
For example, for a resource dealing with designing of the web pages, in classification, the issue 
becomes whether it should be in a category of “Web – Design” or “Design – Web”. Another 
example of confusion caused by removing the relationship can be a resource with a category 
label “Java” that can be clearly understood only when the top categories are presented together, 
e.g. “Computer – Programming – Java” versus “Food – Beverage – Coffee – Java”. At this point, 
it is not clear whether the generated terms will be more like ODP terms or INFOMINE terms.  It 
is clear that the structure will not be presented explicitly as would be the case of ODP 
classification. 
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Table 10. List of Selected Web Pages for Phase 2 
 
Title URL 
1 Wired News http://www.wired.com/ 
2 Google Maps http://www.maps.google.com/ 
3 Medscape http://www.medscape.com/ 
4 
IMDB (The Internet Movie 
Database) http://www.imdb.com/ 
5 W3Schools http://www.w3schools.com 
6 Encyclopedia Mythica http://www.pantheon.org/ 
7 Unbound Bible http://unbound.biola.edu/ 
8 NASA's Planetary Photojournal http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/ 
9 IMF (International Monetary Fund) http://www.imf.org/ 
10 The Onion http://www.theonion.com/ 
11 Magnum Photos http://www.magnumphotos.com/c/ 
12 Purdue OWL http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/ 
13 Plus Magazine http://www.plus.maths.org 
14 
Section 508: The Road to 
Accessibility http://www.section508.gov/ 
15 MIT OpenCourseWare http://ocw.mit.edu 
16 Avian Influenza, from the CDC http://www.cdc.gov/flu/avian/index.htm 
17 Internet Public Library http://www.ipl.org/ 
18 Advertising Age http://adage.com/ 
19 Open Directory Project: DMOZ http://www.dmoz.org 
20 SourceForge http://www.sourceforge.net 
21 Color Scheme Designer http://colorschemedesigner.com/ 
22 The World Clock http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/ 
23 The Semantic Web Roadmap http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Semantic.html 
24 Wikitravel http://wikitravel.org/en/Main_Page 
25 HyperStat Online http://davidmlane.com/hyperstat/   
 
Twenty-five resources are selected randomly from the Delicious data where it is the case 
that they also exist in ODP and INFOMINE (Table 10). To make the comparison with 
INFOMINE and ODP, the limitation was made in selecting the web pages – there are much 
higher level web pages (e.g. homepage of a website) than lower level web pages (e.g. a particular 
document or article) since many of the web pages in INFOMINE and ODP tend to be high-level 
web pages as a point for reference resources. Of the pages gathered from ODP, we collect web 
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pages that are categorized in the lower level in the hierarchy to gather enough terms. For each 
web page, category labels for topic domain representation are collected. From INFOMINE, we 
gather Library of Congress Subject Headings, subject keywords, and category for each web page. 
From Delicious, tag information is crawled. From the collected tags, the proposed classificatory 
metadata (AD-CRAD) for each resource is selected based on the highest weight values of AD-
CRAD and using conditions identified from phase 1. Although twenty-five web pages are 
selected, CRAD is calculated on the whole data set (7,097 resources).  
4.4.2 Participants 
Twenty participants were recruited from the University of Pittsburgh School of Information 
Sciences and Pittsburgh libraries5 for phase 2. The decision on the sample size was made by 
power analysis (Cohen, 1988) for the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The power of a statistical 
test is used to find the minimum sample size to accept the statistical test result with certain level 
of confidence. The power analysis indicated that the minimum sample size to detect a large 
effect size (f = .5) with a significant level of p = .05 for a confidence of .95 – power of .95 
indicates that there is 95% or greater chance of finding a statistical significant difference - is 12 
participants. Therefore, based on the result of the power analysis, twenty participants are 
recruited for phase 2 of the experiment.  
The qualification of participants is strictly focused on their expertise in understanding the 
concepts of information organization and classification since the participants were expected to 
analyze the classificatory metadata terms as topic descriptors from the perspective of an expert 
                                                 
5 The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at University of Pittsburgh (PRO10040357). 
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cataloguer or information organization professional. Therefore, the main target groups of the 
participants were professional librarians, Library Science degree holders (masters or doctorate), 
and current graduate students in Library Science program who have taken major Information 
Organization courses. The listed courses for the recruitment6 were the courses offered in the 
School of Information Sciences at University of Pittsburgh; however, corresponding courses 
from other institutions were accepted. Upon this condition being met, each participant was 
considered to be an expert, and thus their judgment on the terms to be professional. 
4.4.3 Experimental Design 
Twenty classification experts are recruited for the experiment. Prior to the experiment, they were 
given a training session and asked to do a pre-survey (Appendix B). Each subject was provided 
with 25 web pages. Terms from the generated classificatory metadata candidate terms and terms 
from INFOMINE and ODP are provided for the 25 web pages in random order. Terms from the 
proposed classificatory metadata are generated based on two conditions – high AD*CRAD and 
high AD*ranged CRAD. Terms that are from high AD*CRAD are calculated as shown in 
Equation 5 (AD* CRAD) and terms that are from high AD*ranged CRAD are calculated similarly 
as Equation 5 but with the terms that only fall into the determined range of CRAD. The terms 
that appear in two or more data sources appear once in the list. Subjects are asked to rate the 
relevancy of terms on a five-point scale where “1” indicates a very poor term to identify the 
subject domain, “2” indicates a poor term to identify the subject domain, “3” is an acceptable 
                                                 
6 The courses appeared in the recruitment statement were Organizing and Retrieving Information (LIS2005), Introduction to 
Cataloging and Classification (LIS2405), Metadata (LIS2407), and Indexing and Abstracting (LIS2452), all offered from 
University of Pittsburgh.  
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term to identify the subject domain, “4” indicates a good term to identify the subject domain, and 
“5” is an excellent term to identify the subject domain. As the subjects in this experiment are 
experts, their relevancy ratings are considered to be perfect. They are also asked to identify the 
type of description the provided list of terms is representing. At the end of the session, the 
subjects are asked to answer a post-survey (Appendix C). 
The relevance ratings of terms from expert generated metadata and the proposed 
classificatory metadata are compared using one-way within-subjects Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) test. The hypothesis is as follows: 
H0: There is no statistical difference between the means of the NDCG at 10 of the 
proposed classificatory metadata terms (CM1 for high AD*CRAD, CM2 for high 
AD*ranged CRAD) and expert generated classificatory metadata terms (ODP, INFO). 
(µCM1 = µCM2 = µODP = µINFO) 
H1: There is a statistical difference between the means of the NDCG at 10 of the 
proposed classificatory metadata terms (CM1 for high AD*CRAD, CM2 for high AD*ranged 
CRAD) and expert generated classificatory metadata terms (ODP, INFO). (µCM1 ≠ µCM2 ≠ 
µODP ≠ µINFO) 
The null hypothesis will be rejected if the results from the F-test indicate a significant 
difference at the 0.05 level. When the null hypothesis is rejected, all pair-wise differences will be 
examined to find the most relevant classificatory metadata. 
The second phase of the experiment will determine the extent to which the generated 
classificatory metadata terms were deemed to be of quality by experts. The tag terms from 
Delicious are compared with the terms used as category labels or subject keywords in ODP and 
INFOMINE. This phase will allow us to understand the agreement in term selection as topic 
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descriptor between users and experts and to find out what levels of concepts are described by tag 
terms, i.e. “broader term” and/or “narrower term”. It is to see the relationship among the terms 
from different sources – expert-generated controlled vocabulary and user-generated subject 
terms. This part of the experiment can also make it possible to interpret the effect of presenting 
the subject terms as a set with their relationships removed. 
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5.0  Results 
This chapter presents the results of the experiments. There were two phases of the user 
experiments. The first phase was to determine the range of CRAD and the format for applying 
decomposed compound tags. The second phase used the range of CRAD and reformation of 
compound tags determined from the first phase and compared them with the expert generated 
metadata information from Open Directory Project and INFOMINE along with the high 
AD*CRAD weighted terms.  
5.1 Phase 1: Finding the Range of CRAD Measurement and the Format of Compound 
Tags 
Phase 1 of the experiment is designed to find the most applicable range of CRAD from the three 
ranges of CRAD and a form of compound tag from the two formats of applying decomposed 
compound tags. The three ranges of CRAD values reflect the coverage of documents in the 
collection. For the study, the reasonable coverage of documents is decided to be at the threshold 
of 1.5–20% range. The three conditions of CRAD ranges include 1.5-7% coverage (CRAD values 
of 0.2999-0.4736), 7-14% coverage (CRAD values of 0.2217-0.2999), and 14-20% coverage 
(CRAD values of 0.1815-0.2217). On the other hand, the two formats of compound tags include 
decomposed terms forming compound tags into multiple single words and standardized 
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compound terms forming compound tags in a unified phrase format. For standardized compound 
terms, the compound terms are re-combined with a space in between terms.  
For the twenty selected web pages (Table 8), each participant is assigned to one format of 
compound tags condition randomly. Participants are asked to rate the terms in the three ranges of 
CRAD in the assigned format of compound tags. The ratings on the terms are analyzed to find the 
CRAD range and the compound tag format to apply for the phase 2 of the experiment. 
5.1.1 Participants Level of Professionalism and Reliability of Judgments 
For phase 1 of the experiment, twenty participants were recruited.  Among twenty participants, 
six participants were librarians, two participants were Library Science doctorate holders, and 
twelve participants were Library Science students (2 masters and 10 doctorates). The Library 
Science students have taken 2.57 courses in average from listed six information related courses, 
including Organizing and Retrieving Information, Introduction to Cataloging and Classification, 
Advanced Cataloging and Classification, Metadata, Indexing and Abstracting, and Thesaurus 
Construction. Only three of twelve have taken only one course which is the core course of 
Library Science, Organizing and Retrieving Information, and two of twelve indicated that they 
have taken all six of listed information organization related courses. 
Participants were asked to self-rate on how well they perform information organization 
and understand classification concepts (Figure 19). The rating was on a scale of five – 1 
indicating very bad, 2 indicating bad, 3 indicating fairly good, 4 indicating good, and 5 
indicating excellent. In general, participants rated themselves to be good in resource 
classification professionally (in average 3.62). Specifically, they rated themselves at an average 
of 4.05 in understanding classification schemes, 3.9 in understanding a thesaurus, and 3.85 in 
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understanding subject headings. On the other hand, they rated themselves 3.4 on average for 
organizing in their ordinary life, for example, organizing a personal library, personal pictures, 
personal computer files and folders, bookmarks, emails/mails, documents, etc.  
 
 
Figure 19. Self-rating on Participants Level of Understanding on Information Organization (Phase 1) 
 
The measure the reliability of the inter-raters agreement statistically, the Fleiss’ Kappa is 
used. Among various Kappa test methods, Fleiss’ Kappa is selected since it is designed for 
multi-rater tests (Fleiss, 1971). The Fleiss Kappa represents the proportion of agreement among 
raters by chance – values between 1 and 0 indicate agreement better than chance, a value of 0 
indicates a level of agreement that could have been expected by chance, values between 0 and -1 
indicate levels of agreement that are worse than chance. However, Fleiss Kappa is dependent on 
marginal distribution that is the prevalence, which is not the case for many studies. Randolph 
(2005) has introduced a Free-Marginal Multirater Kappa (Kfree) as an alternative to Fleiss’ 
Kappa, in which raters’ distributions of cases into categories are not restricted. Thus, we used 
Kfree as a measurement to indicate the reliability of the agreement among participant judgments 
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on how well the provided terms represent topics of a web page. Randolph’s Free-Marginal 
Multirater Kappa (Kfree) is calculated with the equation shown below where N is the number of 
cases, n is the number of raters, and k is the number of rating categories. 
𝐾���� =  � 1𝑁𝑛(𝑛 − 1) �∑ ∑ 𝑛����������� − 𝑁𝑛�� −  [1𝑘]1 − [1𝑘]  
The Kfree on the ratings of the provided classificatory metadata terms was 0.6068. Since 
the Kfree value is a positive value, it indicates that the agreement of the participant judgments is 
better than what would have been expected by chance. 
5.1.2 Analysis of Participants Judgments on the CRAD Ranges and Compound Tags 
Formats 
To test the hypothesis for phase 1, a two-way mixed ANOVA was performed on the ratings of 
how well terms represent subject topics of a web page as a function of CRAD ranges (CR1, CR2, 
CR3) and compound tags format (decomposed, standardized). The pattern of differences on the 
ratings between compound tag formats among CRAD ranges was significantly different, F(2, 
8914)=21.267, p < .001, partial η2 = .005 (Figure 20). The standardized compound format is 
significantly higher in ratings than the decomposed format, F(1, 4457)=30.925, p < .001, partial 
η2 = .007 (Table 11). 
 
Table 11. Mean and Standard Deviation of the Ratings as a Function of Compound Tags Formats 
 Mean Std. Dev. 
Decomposed 1.6 .017 
Standardized Compound 1.75 .021 
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Figure 20. Estimated Marginal Means of CRAD ranges and Compound Tags Formats 
 
Table 12. Mean and Standard Deviation of the Ratings as a Function of CRAD Ranges and Compound Tag 
Formats 
  
Standardized Decomposed 
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. 
CR1 1.654 0.026 1.491 0.021 
CR2 1.824 0.028 1.550 0.023 
CR3 1.771 0.029 1.759 0.024 
 
 
In order to find the pattern of differences on the ratings among CRAD ranges on the 
standardized compound format, pair-wise differences are examined. There was a significant 
difference on the ratings between CRAD range 1 (CR1) and the average of ranges 2 and 3 (CR2 
and CR3) for the standardized compound format, F(1, 1838) = 27.619, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.015. Table 12 and Figure 20 represents that CR2 and CR3 have statistically higher significance 
in ratings for the standardized compound format. 
According to the ANOVA and the pair-wise analysis on the ratings of classificatory 
metadata terms for the three ranges of CRAD values and the two formats of compound tags, it 
was found that the CRAD values in the range of 0.1815-0.2999 which covers 7-20% of the 
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collection and the standardized compound format of decomposed compound tags, which re-
combines the separated terms with a space, are the best applications of classificatory metadata 
terms from the tag set. As a result, the terms with CRAD values in the range of 0.1815-0.2999 are 
selected as a condition of phase 2 of the experiment. In addition, all compound tags are 
processed into the standardized compound format and the calculation of AD and CRAD follows 
accordingly. 
5.2 Phase 2: Evaluation of the Generated Classificatory Metadata 
The second phase of the experiment uses the tag data gathered from Delicious to propose the 
classificatory metadata tag terms and compares them with two different professionally generated 
classificatory metadata, the Open Directory Project and the INFOMINE. The Open Directory 
Project (ODP) is a web directory created by experts based on ODP’s catalogue of the web. 
INFOMINE provides Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and subject keywords on 
web resources by experts. Twenty-five resources are selected randomly from the Delicious 
collection where they also exist in ODP and INFOMINE. The proposed classificatory metadata 
(AD*CRAD) for each resource is selected based on the highest AD*CRAD and the high 
AD*ranged CRAD with CRAD range of 0.1815-0.2999. For each web page, category labels and 
descriptions are collected from ODP and LCSH, subject keywords, and category are gathered 
from INFOMINE.  
Twenty classification experts were assigned with 25 web pages and were asked to rate the 
provided terms to identify the subject domain as well as identify their familiarity of the web 
pages they are viewing and the type of the provided terms in representing the topics. Terms from 
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the generated classificatory metadata tag terms and terms from INFOMINE and ODP are 
provided for the 25 web pages in random order. As the subjects in this experiment are experts, 
their relevancy ratings are considered to be perfect.  
5.2.1 Participants Level of Professionalism and Consistency of Judgments 
For phase 2 of the experiment, twenty participants were recruited.  Among twenty participants, 
seven participants were librarians, one participant was Library Science doctorate holder, and 
twelve participants were Library Science students (4 masters and 8 doctorates). The Library 
Science students have taken 2.14 courses in average from listed six information related courses, 
including Organizing and Retrieving Information, Introduction to Cataloging and Classification, 
Advanced Cataloging and Classification, Metadata, Indexing and Abstracting, and Thesaurus 
Construction.  
Participants were asked to self-rate on how well they perform information organization 
and understand classification concepts (Figure 21). The rating was on a scale of five – 1 
indicating very bad, 2 indicating bad, 3 indicating fairly good, 4 indicating good, and 5 
indicating excellent. In general, participants rated themselves to be good in resource 
classification professionally (in average 3.63). Specifically, they rated themselves on average 3.9 
in understanding classification schemes, 3.95 in understanding thesaurus, and 3.9 in 
understanding subject headings. On the other hand, they rated themselves 3.55 on average for 
organizing in their ordinary life, for example, organizing a personal library, personal pictures, 
personal computer files and folders, bookmarks, emails/mails, documents, etc. 
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Figure 21. Self-rating on Participants Level of Understanding on Information Organization (Phase 2) 
 
As described in 5.1.1, the Free-Marginal Multirater Kappa (Kfree) (Randolph, 2005) is 
used to measure the reliability of the agreement among participant judgments on how well the 
provided terms represent topics of a web page. The Kfree on the ratings of the provided 
classificatory metadata terms was 0.1345. Since the Kfree value is a positive value, it indicates 
that the agreement of the participant judgments is better than what would have been expected by 
chance. 
5.2.2 Relevance Measurement 
For the evaluation, expert relevance judgments for each document are used. The terms from 
professionally created metadata and user assigned tags will be provided in a random order to the 
subjects. The relevance of keywords from experts and social tags will be measured using NDCG 
at K measurement. A group of experts as subjects of this study will rate how well each term 
represents the resource. The subjects’ decision about relevance is considered perfect. Agichtein 
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et al., (2006) proposed a modified Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) as a means to assess 
retrieval rating, called Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at K (NDCG at K). It is based 
on a prior work by Jarvelin and Kekalainen (2000). This metric is based on human judgments. 
Basically, human judges rate how relevant each retrieval result is on an n-point scale. For a given 
query q, the ranked results are evaluated from the top ranked down and the NDCG is computed 
as shown below, where Mq is a normalization constant calculated so that the perfect ordering 
would obtain NDCG of 1; each r(j) is an integer representing the relevancy rated by human 
judges (0 = “Not relevant at all” and 4=“Perfect Relevant” at position j). 
∑
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NDCG rewards relevant documents in the top ranked results more heavily than those 
ranked lower and punishes irrelevant documents by reducing their contributions to NDCG 
(Agichtein et al., 2006). We performed a similar ranking, but in this case, based on the relevance 
of each of the randomly proposed classificatory terms for the given resource. 
5.2.3 Analysis of Participants Ratings on Classificatory Metadata Terms  
The classificatory metadata terms list was created for each web resources in random order from 
the four conditions (high AD*CRAD, high AD*ranged CRAD, INFOMINE, and ODP). To test 
the hypothesis for phase 2, a one-way within-subject ANOVA was performed on the NDCG10 of 
terms to represent subject topics of a web page from Delicious tags and expert generated 
metadata. There was a significant difference on the NDCG10 depending on the proposed 
classificatory metadata terms (CM1 for high AD*CRAD, and CM2 for high AD*ranged CRAD) 
and the expert generated classificatory metadata terms (INFOMINE and ODP), F(3, 72) = 
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35.742, p < .001, η2 = .598. In order to find the pattern of differences on the NDCG10 depending 
on the classificatory metadata terms, post hoc pair-wise comparisons were performed. The 
NDCG10 of the proposed classificatory metadata terms (including high AD*CRAD and high 
AD*ranged CRAD) was significantly higher than that of the expert generated classificatory 
metadata terms (INFOMINE and ODP), p < .001 (Table 14). There was no significant difference 
between the proposed classificatory metadata terms from high AD-CRAD and high AD*ranged 
CRAD. However, there was a significant difference between the expert generated classificatory 
metadata terms from INFOMINE and ODP, p < .001, INFOMINE being significantly higher 
(Table 13). It can be understood that since directories have defined categories of subjects, some 
of the pre-defined categories do not necessarily represent the topics of particular web resource.  
 
Table 13. The Mean and Standard Deviation of the NDCG10 for the Proposed and Expert Generated 
Classificatory Metadata Terms 
 Mean Std. Dev. 
CM1 (high AD*CRAD) .9465 .070 
CM2 (high AD*ranged CRAD) .8962 .131 
INFOMINE .8206 .168 
ODP .5490 .176 
  
Since NDCG measures the effectiveness of a result list based on the position in the list, it 
can be interpreted from the NDCG and the ANOVA test that the AD*CRAD and high 
AD*ranged CRAD generates a list of the classificatory metadata based on their 
representativeness. However, NDCG cannot fully represent how well the proposed classificatory 
terms indicate the topics of web resources. For further analysis of the proposed classificatory 
metadata terms, one-way Analysis of Variance test was performed on the ratings of the four 
conditions – high AD*CRAD, high AD*ranged CRAD, INFOMINE, and ODP. There was a 
significant difference on the ratings of terms depending on the proposed classificatory metadata 
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terms (CM1 for high AD*CRAD, and CM2 for high AD*ranged CRAD) and the expert generated 
classificatory metadata terms (INFOMINE and ODP), F(3, 14937) = 779.028, p < .001, η2 = 
.135. It is mainly due to the difference of high AD*ranged CRAD since it is significantly lower 
that other conditions, F(1, 4979) = 2291.736, p < .001, η2 = .315 (Table 14 and Figure 22). 
 
Table 14. The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Rating for the Proposed and Expert Generated 
Classificatory Metadata Terms 
 Mean Std. Dev. 
CM1 (high AD*CRAD) 3.09 1.292 
CM2 (high AD*ranged CRAD) 2.14 1.111 
INFOMINE 3.03 1.279 
ODP 2.77 1.328 
 
 
Figure 22. Mean of the Ratings on the Classificatory Metadata Terms  
 
On the other hand, the ratings of proposed classificatory metadata terms by high 
AD*CRAD had no significant difference with the rating of the classificatory metadata terms from 
INFOMINE that are from Library of Congress Subject Headings and subject keywords. There 
still was a significant difference between the rating of the proposed classificatory metadata terms 
based on high AD*CRAD and the expert generated classificatory metadata terms from ODP that 
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are mainly from category labels, F(1, 4979) = 214.438, p < .001, η2 = .041. From this part of the 
analysis, it can be interpreted that the classificatory metadata terms proposed by high AD*CRAD 
are closer to the subject keywords and subject headings assigned to the web pages by experts.  
To understand the results from Table 14 and Figure 22 further, the participants’ 
indications on the types of information each term represents is analyzed. During the experiment, 
the participants were also asked to assign the types of information the terms indicate as metadata 
information from “Topical Subject” for subject terms, “General Category” for higher concepts, 
“Resource Type” for information sources and resource formats, “Others” for terms that are not 
topical subject, general category, or resource type, but are related to the web page, and “Not 
Applicable” for terms that cannot be assigned to a type and are not related to the web page at all. 
Figure 23 represents the percentage of each type of terms for the four conditions. It is notable 
that metadata terms from high AD*CRAD, INFOMINE, and ODP have high percentage of 
topical terms and general concept terms, whereas metadata terms from high AD*ranged CRAD 
have much less topical terms and relatively more general concept terms, resource type terms, and 
other types of terms. Since high AD*ranged CRAD proposes terms that covers 7-20% of the 
collection, Figure 23 indicates that the terms proposed by high AD*ranged CRAD may have 
potential in describing general topics and/or the resource type of web resources rather than 
describing the particular topics of web resource contents.  
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Figure 23. The Coverage of Types of Terms for the Four Conditions 
 
The results of a two-way within-subject ANOVA test on ratings as a function of the types 
of the terms with Huynh-Feldt adjustment showed that the patterns of differences on the ratings 
on the classificatory metadata terms among the types of terms (topical terms, general category, 
resource type, others, and n/a) were significantly different among the four conditions (high 
AD*CRAD, high AD*ranged CRAD, INFOMINE, and ODP), F(10.945, 4465.465) = 3.047, p < 
.001, and η2 = .007 (Table 15 and Figure 24). There was a significant difference on the ratings 
among the types of the classificatory metadata terms averages across the conditions, adjusted 
with Huynh-Feldt, F(3.660, 1493.609) = 1328.109, p < .001, and η2 = .765. There was a 
significant difference on ratings among the four conditions averages across the term types, F(3, 
1224) = 68.327, p < .001, and η2 = .143. Apparently, the topical terms were significantly higher 
in rating measurement than other types of terms, F(1, 408) = 2284.001, p < .001, and η2 = .848. 
On the other hand, the general category terms were significantly lower in rating than topical 
terms and resource type terms, F(1, 2402) = 821.734, p < .001, η2 = .255 and F F(1, 2402) = 
4.984, p = .026, η2 = .002 respectively. 
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Table 15. The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Ratings for the Types of Terms and the Four Conditions 
  
High AD*CRAD 
High AD*ranged 
CRAD INFOMINE ODP 
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. 
Topical 
Terms 
3.92 1.041 3.40 1.134 3.66 1.148 3.78 1.095 
General 
Category 
3.04 1.033 2.58 0.957 2.88 1.075 2.72 1.113 
Resource 
Type 
3.14 1.166 2.62 1.000 3.09 1.093 3.05 1.152 
Others 2.47 0.98 2.03 0.807 2.33 0.857 2.35 0.879 
N/A 1.48 0.664 1.30 0.622 1.45 0.651 1.36 0.548 
 
 
Figure 24. Estimated Marginal Means of Ratings for the Types of Terms and the Four Conditions 
 
Figure 24 represents that participants rated topical terms highly relevant to the subject 
topics of web pages, but not as highly for general concept terms and resource type terms. Since 
the task given to the participants was to rate based on their judgment of how well the terms 
represent the topic of the web page, it can be understood that participants considered general 
concept terms and resource type terms somewhat related to web pages but did not directly 
represent the topics of the contents. Participants showed consistency when they answered the exit 
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survey asking about their strategies in rating the proposed classificatory metadata terms. The 
most favored strategies were: title of the web page, categories of the topic concept, words used in 
the content and frequently appearing words, and type of the web page (all agreed to over 90% of 
participants). It revealed that participants concentrated more on the contents to find the topics 
rather than considering the classificatory structure. On the question about what to rate bad, 
participants answered if the term does not represent the content and/or topic and if the term 
describes too broad of a domain of the subject area, they rated the term to be not relevant to the 
topics of the web pages (all agreed to by over 90% of participants). The results from exit survey 
support the result from the experiment that the general concept terms did not to represent the 
subject topics as defined by the participants. It also explains the results from Figure 22 and 23 – 
as terms proposed by high AD*ranged CRAD did not include as many topical terms and more 
general concept terms and resource type terms, the ratings for the terms from high AD*ranged 
CRAD resulted to be significantly lower than other three conditions. 
5.3 Summary of the Results 
The first phase of the experiment explored issues related to the preliminary studies on CRAD 
values and compound tags. From the preliminary study on compound tags, it was found that a 
large portion of the tag set collection included various forms of compound tags. Thus, it was 
expected that when the compound tags were standardized, the importance of the phrase as a tag 
would be increased and used as a significant description of the targeted web resources. At the 
same time, the preliminary observations on CRAD values showed a possibility of finding better 
classificatory metadata since CRAD values represent the coverage of a tag on the collection. 
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Since the topical domains have to be covered by some portion of the collection to represent the 
topics, it was one of the main objectives of phase 1 to find the most applicable range of the 
CRAD to find terms for the classificatory metadata.  
The results of phase 1, as expected, showed that the standardized format of compound 
tags were considered to represent the topics significantly better than the decomposed terms 
represented in the single term format. When the compound tags were standardized, the analysis 
in phase 1 suggested that for the size of test collection (7,097 resources), the CRAD values that 
cover 7-20% of the collection represent the topics of web pages significantly better than CRAD 
values that cover 1.5-7% of the collection. Based on the result of the phase 1 analysis, the format 
of compound tags were standardized and the terms that were in the range of CRAD values of 
0.1815-0.2999 covering 7-20% of the collection were included as a condition for the second 
phase of the experiment. 
The second phase was designed to examine how well the proposed AD and CRAD 
measurements produce good topic descriptors from the tag set. We proposed four conditions to 
compare – high AD*CRAD weighted terms, high AD*ranged CRAD weighted terms, expert 
generated subject terms from INFOMINE and expert generated subject terms Open Directory 
Project (ODP). The hypothesis was made to find whether the high AD*ranged CRAD would 
work to find the classificatory metadata, and either AD*CRAD or high AD*ranged CRAD would 
work better or as well as the expert generated classificatory metadata. The simple comparison 
between the proposed classificatory metadata terms and the expert generated classificatory 
metadata terms showed that there is some overlap in the term selection between experts and non-
experts in describing the web resources as previous studies have shown (Lin et al., 2006; Syn and 
Spirng, 2009; Yi and Chan, 2009). 
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The NDCG10 was measured to evaluate the relevance to the topics. The analysis 
represented that both high AD*CRAD and high AD*ranged CRAD performed well in presenting 
the relevance as evaluated by the expert participants. In addition, the terms from high AD*CRAD 
were evaluated to represent the topics as well as expert generated subject descriptions 
(INFOMINE). However, even though the high AD*ranged CRAD values represented the 
relevance well among the terms selected, as a selected set the participants’ ratings in judging 
their representativeness of the topics were significantly lower compared to other conditions. 
Since the high AD*ranged CRAD was expected to represent topic domain categories in the 
collection, we further analyzed how participants identified the type of terms proposed by high 
AD*ranged CRAD. The categorization of terms by participants indicated that terms from high 
AD*CRAD, INFOMINE, and OPD were topical terms and general concept terms. On the other 
hand, as expected, the high AD*ranged CRAD included fewer topical terms and more of other 
types of terms – general concept terms, resource type terms, and others. The analysis on rating 
by the types of terms showed that the ratings by participants for general concept terms are 
significantly lower than that of topical terms and resource type terms. The exit survey also 
revealed that when expert participants make judgments on a term about its relevance of the topic 
of the resource, they rely on the relationship of the term with the content mostly and consider the 
terms that represent broader concepts to be bad terms to represent the topic. The results from 
analysis of ratings by the types of terms and the feedback from the exit survey would seem to 
explain the devaluation of the terms from high AD*ranged CRAD. They also explained how well 
high AD*CRAD performed in emphasizing the terms that participants considered to be a good 
description of the topics of a resource. 
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Different from the high AD*ranged CRAD terms, the high AD*CRAD terms were 
evaluated to represent the topics better than the expert generated classificatory metadata terms 
and the AD*CRAD values are evaluated to represent the relevance well. Similar to what was 
observed for the terms proposed from high AD*ranged CRAD from the relationship with the 
portion of types of the terms, it can be explained that one of the reasons for high AD*CRAD 
performing well is because it consists of what expert participants considered to be topical terms. 
In fact, the ANOVA test results showed that the participants rated the high AD*CRAD terms 
higher than terms from expert generated classificatory metadata.  
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6.0  Discussion 
6.1 Contributions and Implications 
This dissertation analyzed social tags to determine the potential of using them in metadata 
generation based on tags provided by non-professional users. Given the creation process, user-
generated tags for web resources tend to include a lot of noise (Guy and Tonkin, 2006). One goal 
of this study was to find a way of selecting the tags that can represent the subject topics of the 
web resource, i.e., the classificatory metadata. The major issues were: 
• Can the tag noise be reduced? 
• Can compound tags be processed to be of use? 
• Can a subset of tags be found that provide classificatory metadata? 
As a way to address the issues, two metrics, Annotation Dominance (AD) and Cross 
Resources Annotation Discrimination (CRAD), were proposed. AD and CRAD measures might 
be used to filter tag noise out and generate a tag set optimized for classificatory metadata. In 
addition, efforts were made to process compound tags by creating an emerging term dictionary 
and decomposing compound tags based on observations made on the test data set and as 
suggested by other researchers (Guy and Tonkin, 2006; Tonkin, 2006). The emerging term 
dictionary helps in identifying emerging terms frequently used as tags. It also helped decompose 
compound tags. The process of decomposition for compound tags was necessary since there was 
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a large number of compound tags in the tag set that were clearly composed of good terms. From 
preliminary studies, it was observed that the CRAD values represent the coverage of tag terms in 
the collection. Our assumption was the CRAD values would help find the better classificatory 
metadata since classificatory metadata includes domain categories.  
Based on the preliminary studies, we evaluated the standardized format of decomposed 
compound tags and found the range of the CRAD values that would help find the better 
classificatory metadata terms. Although several studies have suggested disambiguating 
compound tags to meaningful terms better (Guy and Tonkin, 2006; Lin et al., 2006; Tonkin, 
2006; Yi and Chan, 2009), the format of decomposed compound tags was not defined in the 
previous research. The result of the first phase showed that the adoption of the standardized 
format for decomposed compound tags represents the topics of web resources better than 
representing them in a single word format. In addition, it was suggested that terms that covers 7-
20% of the collection best represented topics for the web resources. 
A controlled experiment on AD and CRAD measurements compared with the expert 
generated classificatory metadata was performed. The high AD*CRAD terms performed well 
both in representing the subject topics and indicating the relevancy of topics. The high 
AD*ranged CRAD terms represent general concepts, resource types, and other types of 
information, and thus were evaluated to be less applicable for describing the subject topics. 
However, there is still a suspicion that high AD*ranged CRAD terms may help describe other 
types of information for a resource and may be useful as classificatory metadata. 
Although social tagging systems opened a method to involve users in metadata 
generation (Heymann et al., 2008; Macgregor and McCulloch, 2006; Quintarelli, 2005; Sen et 
al., 2007; Trant, 2006), due to the large amount of the tag noise it was often asked how social 
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tags can be used as metadata. This dissertation presents a method for finding the classificatory 
metadata from social tags of web resources. From the evaluation made for high AD*CRAD, the 
quality of the proposed classificatory metadata as the subject descriptor could be considered to fit 
to the expectation of the expert cataloguers.  
6.2 Future Work 
This research confirms the potential of using social tags as classificatory metadata by proposing 
metrics to filter tag noise. However, there are more research questions that need to be explored 
related to using social tags in finding metadata information. 
First, since the high AD*ranged CRAD appears to represent other types of terms rather 
than topical terms, the quality of the high AD*ranged CRAD as a representation of different 
types of terms needs to be conducted. It is worth investigating whether classificatory metadata 
can include other types of information such as general concept, resource types, etc (Caplan, 
2003; Cardoso and Sheth, 2006; Smiraglia, 2005). Once the quality of the high AD*ranged 
CRAD terms is studied, the high AD*CRAD terms and the high AD*ranged CRAD terms may be 
able to generate general and specific concepts of a web resource. 
Second, to increase the quality of the proposed classificatory metadata, supplementation 
or adjustment with existing subject headings and the thesaurus can be studied. Studies have 
indicated the potential in using existing controlled vocabularies to find useful tags (Lin et al., 
2006; Syn and Spring, 2009; Yi and Chan, 2009). From the classificatory metadata from the 
second phase, it was observed that, overall, 9.89% of the terms from Delicious (high AD*CRAD 
and high AD*range CRAD) overlapped with the expert generated terms from INFOMINE and 
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ODP. Table 16 represents that, although small in portion, the existence of overlapping 
classificatory metadata terms between the tag exported metadata and the expert generated 
metadata opens possibilities for expanding the vocabulary and relating general-specific concepts 
to the current proposed classificatory metadata. Related to the first future work suggestion, 
adding information from existing controlled vocabulary may help improve the classificatory 
metadata proposed by AD and CRAD. 
 
Table 16. Overlap Ratio between the Classificatory Metadata Terms from Delicious and the Experts 
 Overlapping with Overlap Ratio 
High AD*CRAD Terms INFOMINE 0.0441 ODP 0.0703 
High AD*ranged CRAD Terms INFOMINE 0.0072 ODP 0.0203 
 
Third, in improving the two measurements, the third element of the tuple (users) can be 
included as a factor into the measurement. The current measurements include users as a factor; 
however, the effect is minor. Since the user is one of the tuple and plays an important role in 
social tagging systems (Hotho et al, 2006a, 2006b; John and Seligmann, 2006; Mika, 2007; 
Ohmukai et al., 2005), it can be considered as a significant factor to improve the effect of the two 
measurements.  For example, by identifying affinity networks of users, it might be possible to 
identify more consistent sets of terms. 
Fourth, the measurements can be applied and tested to other types of resources with tags, 
such as images, video, blogs, etc. As Bischoff et al. (2008) indicated, the types of information 
provided by tags depends on the type of resource, e.g. tags for music include terms to indicate 
genre, tags for picture include terms for location, etc. In this study, we observed and evaluated 
AD and CRAD for web documents (mainly text possibly with images and multimedia). However, 
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whether AD and CRAD are general measures that can be applied to other types of resources will 
require additional study.  
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Appendix A. Tag Proportion Stability 
We tested tags stability patterns over the resource collection. We observed how the proportion of 
tags in a collection stabilize as the collection size grows from 1 to 7388. Figure 25 represents the 
proportion of tags’ occurrences over the resource collection for 30 randomly selected tags. The 
selected tags are: ajax; app; ayudas; biblioteca; bookmark; Bookmarks; desarrollo_web; design; 
design,; Design.Style; free; GraphicResources; Great; images; javascript; javascripts; links; 
music; nonflash; Program; programming; Programming.js; programming.languages.javascript; 
snippet; socialmedia-tools; software; tagging; tools; web2.0; webdesign. They include both 
popular and non-popular tag terms. The figures show that tag occurrences stabilize as the size of 
collection grows.  
Before they stabilize, the appearance of tags varies depends on the resources added to the 
collection (see the red boxes in the Figure 25). Since the collection is incremented with randomly 
selected resources, the proportion of tags changes at different iterations depending on the order 
of the resources added. However after the collection reaches to certain size, the proportion of 
tags stabilizes and represents a similar pattern.  
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Figure 25. Proportion of Tags for Sample Collection in Different Iteration 
A 
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B 
C 
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After the proportion of tags starts to show stability, it shows three clearly divided groups 
of tags – popular tags, unpopular tags (idiosyncratic tags), and often-used tags. Popular tags that 
occur approximately from 15% to 25% in the graph fall into the broad folksonomy (‘A’ in Figure 
25), unpopular tags that occur near 0% (‘C’ in Figure 25), and often-used tags that occur less 
than 10% in the graph (‘B’ in Figure 25) can be defined as the narrow folksonomy. Regardless of 
the order that the document is added to the collection, the groups were formed identically after 
the stabilization occurred. It is important that the observation of the three groups were clearly 
detected in this analysis. Our concern in identifying classificatory metadata for certain resource 
is how to discern popular and often-used tags as the candidates of classificatory metadata terms 
and how to exclude un-popular tags from the candidates of classificatory metadata terms. 
 
 
a. Top: Ranging 100-450 Resources       b. Bottom: Ranging 1330-1700 Resources 
Figure 26. Proportion of Tags in Peak Area for Sample Collection in Different Iteration 
 
Additional observation is made on the identical pattern of a peak on both graphs (shown 
in the blue boxes in Figure 25). Figure 26 shows a closer look at the peak area of the graph. The 
graphs in Figure 26 represents the increase in proportion of tags made in the growth of resources 
in about 351-370 documents is not extremely large as it appears in Figure 25. In addition, the 
increase in the proportion of tags is not made on particular resources. Nonetheless, the interesting 
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phenomenon is that all of 30 selected tags tend to become high at the peak area (blue boxed area) 
regardless of the iteration. The particular documents added into the collection for the two 
iterations in the peak area are compared to provide a clear reason. There were 93 web pages 
overlapping in both peak areas (about 26%). Table 17 shows the list of 628 URLs in both peak 
areas that includes a relatively large amount of technical related documents. Considering the 
selected tags for this analysis include many technical terms such as ajax; design; javascript; 
programming; snippet; software; tools; web2.0; webdesign, it somewhat explains why the peak 
appears in both graphs. Therefore, the possible interpretation of this pattern is that, although the 
document is added to the collection in a random manner and since there are so many technical-
related documents, and thus more tags, at some point, those resources were added closer together 
and formed the peak in the graph. 
 
 
Figure 27. Cumulative Tag Cloud Over Time Showing a Social Quake for Webpage “Essential Fonts for 
Designers” (http://www.goodfonts.org/) (Di Fenizio, 2005) 
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Di Fenizio (2005) describes this type of pattern related to “cultural changes.” He 
observed the agreement on the tags by users over time (Figure 27). With the observation we 
made above, we can expect that the proportion of agreement stabilizes too. Similar to what we 
have seen in our observation, there was a rise in the pattern at certain point. His two possible 
explanations are: 1) the bookmark became popular (it was already public before, but not well 
known), and people started to use more tags, 2) the link was handed to a subculture which tended 
to use on average more tags for each post. Since this observation was made on a particular web 
page over time, Di Fenizio’s explanation cannot be directly applied to our case. However, we 
could consider the “cultural changes” as another possible cause assuming this pattern would also 
appear in a collection growing in real settings. 
Although different observations were made based on the analysis on the proportion of 
tags over the collection size, our focus here is to understand that there were three groups of tags 
– popular tags, often-used tags, and unpopular tags (idiosyncratic tags). For classificatory 
metadata, we are sure that unpopular tags are not our concern. We will only filter out popular 
and often-used tags as the candidates of classificatory metadata terms. 
 
Table 17. List of Resources in Peak Area 
URL Title 
http://ya.ru/ Яндекс 
http://www.topcoder.com/tc TopCoder 
http://www.google.ru/ Google 
http://python.net/~goodger/projects/pycon/2007/idiomatic/handout.html Code Like a Pythonista: Idiomatic Python 
http://python.net/%7Egoodger/projects/pycon/2007/idiomatic/handout.html Code Like a Pythonista: Idiomatic Python 
http://nant.sourceforge.net/ NAnt - A .NET Build Tool 
http://www.mozilla.com/products/firefox/central.html Firefox Central 
http://en-us.start.mozilla.com/firefox Firefox Start Page 
http://www.spoj.pl/ Sphere Online Judge (SPOJ) 
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/subscriptions/securedownloads/default.aspx Download - Home page 
http://www.facebook.com/inbox/ Facebook | Inbox 
http://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/XUL_Reference XUL Reference - MDC 
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http://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Main_Page Main Page - MDC 
http://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Gecko_DOM_Reference Gecko DOM Reference - MDC 
http://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Building_an_Extension Building an Extension - MDC 
http://drupal.org/node/193318 Zen 
http://drupal.org/handbook/customization/tutorials/beginners-cookbook The Drupal Cookbook 
http://www.randsinrepose.com/ Rands In Repose 
http://www.w3.org/2001/03/webdata/xsv XSD Validator 
http://icpcres.ecs.baylor.edu/onlinejudge/ UVa Online Judge - Home 
http://www2.toki.or.id/book/AlgDesignManual/BOOK/BOOK/BOOK.HTM The Algorithm Design Manual 
http://acm.timus.ru/ Timus Online Judge 
http://www.jair.org/ JAIR 
http://www.microsoft.com/isapi/redir.dll?prd=ie&amp;pver=6&amp;ar=CLinks Customize Links 
http://www.microsoft.com/isapi/redir.dll?prd=ie&amp;ar=windowsmedia Windows Media 
http://www.microsoft.com/isapi/redir.dll?prd=ie&amp;ar=hotmail Free Hotmail 
http://www.microsoft.com/isapi/redir.dll?prd=ie&amp;ar=windows Windows 
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=30857&amp;clcid=0x409 Windows Marketplace 
http://clien.career.co.kr/ 클 클 클 클  클 클 클 클  클 클 클 클 클 !!! 
http://www.voidtools.com/ Everything Search Engine 
http://www.faceyourmanga.com/faceyourmanga.php?lang=eng FaceYourManga.com | Shake Yourself! 
http://www.bugzilla.org/ Home :: Bugzilla :: bugzilla.org 
http://www.worldwidefred.com/home.htm Fred&#039;s Home 
http://etl.stanford.edu/ MS&amp;E 472 - Entrepreneurial Thought Leaders Seminar Series 
http://www.egofoto.net/site.html egofoto / Şenol Zorlu 
http://www.ruby-toolbox.com/ The Ruby Toolbox: Know your options! 
http://www.exampledepot.com/egs/index.html Examples from The Java Developers Almanac 1.4 
http://www.microsoft.com/DOWNLOADS/details.aspx?familyid=22E69AE4-
7E40-4807-8A86-B3D36FAB68D3&amp;displaylang=en Download details: Consolas Font Pack 
http://hivelogic.com/articles/view/ruby-rails-leopard Hivelogic - Installing Ruby, Rubygems, Rails, and Mongrel on Mac OS X 10.5 (Leopard) 
http://drnicwilliams.com/2008/01/31/get-ready-for-the-textmate-trundle-to-rails-
20-bundle/ 
Dr Nic ’s Get ready for the TextMate “Trundle to Rails 2.0 
Bundle” 
http://rubyosx.rubyforge.org/ rubyosx - Ruby One-Click Installer for OSX 
http://mac.appstorm.net/roundups/iphone-roundups/30-iphone-apps-with-sexy-
interfaces/ 30 iPhone Apps with Sexy Interfaces « AppStorm 
http://java.sun.com/blueprints/corej2eepatterns/Patterns/ServiceLocator.html Core J2EE Patterns - Service Locator 
http://www.cyberciti.biz/faq/mysql-change-root-password/ MySQL Change root Password 
http://www.iphoneos.co.kr/ KIDG :: iPhone 클 클 클  클 클 클 클  
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2008/09/03/40-creative-design-layouts-
getting-out-of-the-box/ 
40 Creative Design Layouts: Getting Out Of The Box | 
Design Showcase | Smashing Magazine 
http://allseeing-i.com/ASIHTTPRequest/ ASIHTTPRequest Documentation - All-Seeing Interactive 
http://lifeonrails.org/2007/8/30/netbeans-the-best-ruby-on-rails-ide Netbeans THE best ruby on rails IDE 
http://thinkvitamin.com/features/20-steps-to-better-wireframing/ 20 Steps to Better Wireframing | Think Vitamin 
http://www.markforster.net/autofocus-system/ Autofocus System - Get Everything Done 
http://www.sony.jp/products/Consumer/handycam/camwithme/main.html Cam with me클 클 클  클 클 클  클ー）｜デジタルビデオカ
メラ Handycam “클 클 클 클 클 클 ” | 클 클ー 
http://icpcres.ecs.baylor.edu/onlinejudge/index.php UVa Online Judge - Home 
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http://www.livemocha.com/ Language Learning with Livemocha | Learn a Language Online - Free! 
http://mind42.com/ Mind42.com - Collaborative mind mapping in your browser 
http://www.photoshoplady.com/ Photoshop Lady : Best Photoshop Tutorials Around the World 
http://labs.ideeinc.com/multicolr/ Multicolr Search Lab - Idée Inc. 
http://www.gliffy.com/ Gliffy.com - Create and share diagrams online. 
http://www.findsounds.com/types.html FindSounds - Sound Types 
http://tides.ws/2007/10/15/most-powerful-and-unforgettable-images-from-
around-the-world/ 
Most Powerful and Unforgettable Images from around the 
World 
http://tutorialblog.org/free-vector-downloads/ » Free Vector Downloads 
http://zenhabits.net/ Zen Habits | Simple Productivity 
http://www.pdf-mags.com/ pdf-mags.com - Your PDF mag’s magazine 
http://posterous.com/ Posterous - The place to post everything. Just email us. Dead simpl... 
http://ilovetypography.com/ Typography. I Love Typography, devoted to fonts, typefaces and all ... 
http://www.alvit.de/handbook/ Web Developer&#039;s Handbook | CSS, Web Development, Color Tools, SEO, ... 
http://www.alextrochut.com/ Alex Trochut - Creativity, Type &amp; Illustration. 
http://search.twitter.com/ Twitter Search 
http://www.behance.net/ Behance Network :: Gallery 
http://tweetdeck.com/beta/ TweetDeck 
http://www.jamendo.com/en/ Jamendo : Open your ears 
http://www.bittbox.com/ BittBox 
http://wordle.net/ Wordle - Beautiful Word Clouds 
http://www.brusheezy.com/ Free Photoshop Brushes at Brusheezy! 
http://www.fullyillustrated.com/ Fully Illustrated - The Portfolio of Michael Heald 
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/tutorials/texttracks.html Apple - QuickTime - Tutorials - Text tracks 
http://torrentz.com/ Torrents Search Engine 
http://twitter.com/ Twitter: What are you doing? 
http://mozy.com/ Mozy Online Backup: Free. Automatic. Secure. 
http://www.ohloh.net/ Ohloh, the open source network 
http://www.ipl.org/ Internet Public Library: 
http://www.zimbra.com/ Zimbra offers Open Source email server software and shared calendar... 
http://www.pocketmod.com/ PocketMod: The Free Disposable Personal Organizer 
http://javimoya.com/blog/youtube_en.php Download videos from Youtube, Google, iFilm, Metacafe, DailyMotion,... 
http://keepvid.com/ KeepVid: Download videos from Google, Youtube, iFilm, Putfile, Meta... 
http://10minutemail.com/10MinuteMail/index.html 10 Minute Mail 
http://www.techmeme.com/ Techmeme 
http://www.43things.com/ 43 Things 
http://musicovery.com/index.php?ct=us Musicovery : interactive webRadio 
http://www.speedtest.net/ Speedtest.net - The Global Broadband Speed Test 
http://www.livejournal.com/ LiveJournal.com 
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Appendix B. Entry Survey 
Introduction of the Study 
The purpose of this research study is to find methods to identify topics or domains of research 
content. For this purpose, we will be asking participants to make judgment on how relevantly 
terms represent the topics of web resources. Participants who have specialty in classification and 
cataloguing will be recruited from Pittsburgh area libraries and the graduate school of Library 
and Information Sciences. Participants will be asked to completed approximately two hours long 
session which will include having a training on the experimental system, answering pre-
questionnaire (for the first session only), and performing experiment.  
 
Prior to the research experiment, please provide answers to following questions. 
 
 
1. I am a  
(1) librarian at ________________________  
(2) MLIS degree holder 
(3) MLIS student  
(4) PhD Student in LIS 
 
2. If you are a librarian, what is your specialty (major tasks) in your library?  
 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3. If you are a graduate student, what is your specialty (track or research interest)?  
 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4. If you are a graduate student in LIS, please check all of the course(s) you have taken. 
___ Organizing & Retrieving Information (LIS2005) 
___ Introduction to Cataloging and Classification (LIS2405) 
___ Advanced Cataloging and Classification (LIS2406) 
___ Metadata (LIS2407) 
___ Indexing and Abstracting (LIS2452) 
___ Thesaurus Construction (LIS2453)  
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5. How would you rate yourself as a professional in resource classification? 
 
Very Bad Bad Fairly Good Good Excellent  
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
6. How well do you understand the basics and concept of classification schemes? 
 
Very Poor Poor Fairly Good Good Excellent  
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
7. How well do you understand the basics and concept of thesaurus? 
 
Very Poor Poor Fairly Good Good Excellent  
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
8. How well do you understand the basics and concept of subject headings? 
 
Very Poor Poor Fairly Good Good Excellent  
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
9. How would you rate yourself in your ordinary life in organization? 
 
Very Bad Bad Fairly Good Good Excellent  
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
10. What do you organize for yourself in ordinary life? (Check all applies) 
___ Personal Library (Books) 
___ Personal Pictures (Albums) 
___ Personal Computer Folders and Files 
___ Web Pages (e.g. Favorites, Bookmarks) 
___ Emails/Mails (e.g. Folders) 
___ Important Documents (e.g. Contracts, Receipts, etc.) 
___ Others: _______________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C. Exit Survey 
1. Do you think the terms listed represent the topics of the web pages enough? 
 
Very Poor Poor Fairly Good Good Excellent  
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
2. Do you think the terms you rated as 3-5 represent the topics of the web pages enough, 3 as an 
acceptable term to represent the topic, 4 as a good term to represent to topic, and 5 as an 
excellent term to represent to topic?  
 
Very Poor Poor Fairly Good Good Excellent  
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
3. What were your strategies in rating the topic terms of the web pages? Please rank them by 
the importance. 
___ Title of the web page 
___ Type of the web page (e.g. newspaper, magazine, etc.) 
___ Format of the web page (e.g. text, image, video, etc.) 
___ Publisher of the web page 
___ Categories of the topic concept of the web page 
___ Words used in the content of the web page 
___ Words appear frequently in the web page  
___ Words represent the subjects of the web page 
___ Words that may appear in any subject headings or thesaurus  
___ Words that may appearing in any classification schemes 
___ Others : explain ___________________________________________________ 
 
 
4. For the terms that you thought to be bad ones to represent the topic of the web pages, what 
were the main reasons? Please check all that apply. 
___   The term does not represent to content of the web pages 
___      The term does not represent the topic of the web pages 
___   The term is not the term used in the web pages 
___     The term describes too broad domain to represent to subject area of the web page   
content 
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___      The term describes too specific domain to represent to subject area of the web page 
content 
___   The term is not a word. 
___   The term is not understandable. 
___   The term is misspelled/misused.  
___       The term is not a noun/gerund. 
___   Others : explain ___________________________________________________ 
 
 
5. Based on the terms you rated for the study, what would suggest further in finding topics of a 
web resource? (e.g. Possible types of terms, possible metadata elements, etc.) 
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